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The underlying representations of many real-world processes are often sparse. For example, in disease
diagnosis, even though humans have a large number of genes, only a small number of them contribute
to certain disease [16, 17]. In neuroscience, the neural representation of sounds in the auditory cortex of
unanesthetized animals is sparse, since the fraction of neurons that are active at a given instant is typically
small [20]. In signal processing, many natural signals are sparse in that they have concise representations
when expressed under a proper basis [7]. Therefore, ﬁnding sparse representations is fundamentally im-
portant in many ﬁelds of science. The last decade has witnessed a growing interest in the search for sparse
representations of data.
`1-Norm Regularization Most existing work on sparse learning are based on a variant of the `1 norm reg-
ularization due to its sparsity-inducing property, convenient convexity, strong theoretical guarantees, and
great empirical success in various applications. The use of the `1 norm regularization has led to sparse mod-
els for linear regression [69], principle component analysis [83], linear discriminant analysis [76], canonical
correlation analysis [65, 75], partial least squares [28], support vector machines [82], and logistic regres-
sion [27, 35, 64, 68].
`1=`q-Norm Regularization Recent studies in areas such as machine learning and statistics have also wit-
nessed growing interests in extending the `1-regularization to the `1=`q-regularization [2, 3, 6, 11, 31, 32,
33, 34, 36, 44, 48, 55, 56, 59, 80, 81]. The `1=`q-regularization belongs to the composite absolute penalties
(CAP) [81] family. When q > 1, the `1=`q-regularization facilitates group sparsity in the resulting model,
which is desirable in many applications of regression and classiﬁcation.
Fused Lasso Regularization The fused Lasso penalty introduced in [70] yields a solution that has sparsity
in both the coefﬁcients and their successive differences. It has found applications in comparative genomic
hybridization [60, 71], prostate cancer analysis [70], image denoising [13], and time-varying networks [1],
where features can be ordered in some meaningful way. Some properties of the fused Lasso have been
established in [63].
Sparse Group Lasso As an extension of Lasso and group Lasso, the sparse group Lasso penalty [15, 57]
yields a solution that achieves the within- and between- group sparsity simultaneously. That is, many feature
groups are exactly zero (thus not selected) and within the non-zero (thus selected) feature groups, some
features are also exactly zero. The simultaneous within- and between- group sparsity makes sparse group
Lasso ideal for applications where we are interested in identifying important groups as well as important
features within the selected groups. Sparse group Lasso is a special case of the tree structured group Lasso
to be discussed next.
Tree Structured Group Lasso The past few years have witnessed increasing interests in structured spar-
sity [22, 23, 24, 26, 42, 81]. In the tree structured group Lasso, the structure over the features is represented
as a tree with leaf nodes as features and internal nodes as clusters of the features. The structured regulariza-
tion with a pre-deﬁned tree structure is based on a group-Lasso penalty, where one group is deﬁned for each
node in the tree. The tree structures can be found in many applications including multi-task learning [26]
and image classiﬁcation [24, 42].
Overlapping Group Lasso Group Lasso, sparse group Lasso, and tree structured group Lasso can be em-
ployed to achieve the group sparsity. However, group Lasso and sparse group Lasso are only restricted to the
(predeﬁned) non-overlapping groups of features; and the tree structured group Lasso is restricted to the tree
structured groups. However, in some applications, a more ﬂexible (overlapping) group structure is desired.
For example, in the study of the breast cancer using the gene expression data [74], researchers have come
4up with different approaches for organizing the genes into a set of overlapping genes, e.g., pathways [66]
and edges [10]. There have been several recent attempts to study a more general formulation, where groups
of features are given, potentially with overlaps between the groups [22, 23, 41, 81].
Ordered Tree–Nonnegative Max-Heap In many regression/classiﬁcation problems, the features exhibit
certain hierarchical or structural relationships, the usage of which can yield an interpretable model with
improved regression/classiﬁcation performance [81]. In the ordered tree structure, the following assumption
is imposed: a given feature is selected for the given regression/classiﬁcation task only if its parent node is
selected. To incorporate such ordered tree structure, it is assumed that the model parameter follows the non-
negative max-heap structure (see the discussion in Section 10). Such non-negative max-heap can induce the
so-called “heredity principle” [9, 18, 49, 79], which has been proven effective for high-dimensional variable
selection. In a recent study [30], Li et al. conducted a meta-analysis of 113 data sets from published factorial
experiments and concluded that an overwhelming majority of these real studies conform with the heredity
principles. The ordered tree structure is a special case of the non-negative garrote discussed in [79] when
the hierarchical relationship is depicted by a tree. Therefore, the asymptotic properties established in [79]
are applicable to the ordered tree structrue. Several related approaches that can incorporate the ordered tree
structure include the Wedge approach [46] and the hierarchical group Lasso [81].
Trace-Norm Regularization The problem of minimizing the rank of a matrix variable subject to certain
constraints arises in many ﬁelds including machine learning, automatic control, and image compression.
For example, in collaborative ﬁltering we are given a partially ﬁlled rating matrix and the task is to predict
the missing entries. Since it is commonly believed that only a few factors contribute to an individual’s
tastes, it is natural to approximate the given rating matrix by a low-rank matrix. However, the matrix
rank minimization problem is NP-hard in general due to the combinatorial nature of the rank function. A
commonly-used convex relaxation of the rank function is the trace norm (nuclear norm) [12], deﬁned as the
sum of the singular values of the matrix, since it is the convex envelope of the rank function over the unit ball
of spectral norm. A number of recent work has shown that the low rank solution can be recovered exactly
via minimizing the trace norm under certain conditions [61, 62, 8]. Trace norm regularized problems can
also be considered as a form of sparse learning, since the trace norm equals to the `1 norm of the vector
consisting of singular values.
The optimization problems resulting from the above sparse learning formulations are challenging to
solve, since the `1-norm, the `1=`q-norm, the fused Lasso penalty, the sparse group Lasso penalty, the tree
structured group Lasso penalty, the overlapping group Lasso penalty, and the trace norm penalty are all
nonsmooth. It is known that, the lower complexity bound for nonsmooth convex optimization by ﬁrst-
order black-box methods is O( 1
"2) [50, 51, 53], i.e., it consumes O( 1
"2) iterations for achieving an accuracy
of ". Subgradient descent [50, 53] has been proven to achieve the convergence rate of O( 1 p
k), and thus
touches the aforementioned lower complexity bound. It is also known that, the lower complexity bound for
smooth convex optimization by ﬁrst-order black-box methods is O( 1 p
") [50, 52, 53], i.e., it consumes at
least O( 1 p
") iterations for achieving an accuracy of ". Nesterov’s method [50, 53] (illustrated in Figure 1)
has been proven to achieve the convergence rate of O( 1
k2), and thus touches the aforementioned lower
complexity bound. Therefore, Nesterov’s method is one of the optimal ﬁrst-order black-box methods for
smooth convex optimization. It is clear that, nonsmooth convex optimization is much more challenging than
smooth convex optimization; and the convergence rate of smooth convex optimization can be signiﬁcantly
better than that of nonsmooth convex optimization.
Based on our previous work [21, 25, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 58, 67, 78], we have devel-
oped the SLEP (Sparse Learning with Efﬁcient Projections) package, which provides functions for solving
a family of sparse learning algorithms. The functions implemented in the SLEP package enjoy the con-
vergence rate of O( 1
k2), although the objective function is non-smooth. The underlying reason is that, we
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Figure 1: Illustration of the Nesterov’s method. We set x1 = x0, and thus s1 = x1. The search point sk is
the afﬁne combination of xk¡1 and xk (the dashed lines), and the next approximate solution is obtained by
a gradient step of sk (solid lines). We assume that x6 = x7 = x¤, and x¤ is an optimal solution.
utilize the “structures” of the aforementioned nonsmooth penalties via the so-called Euclidean projection
(such Euclidean projection is closely related the Moreau-Yosida regularization [19, 47, 77] and the so-called
proximal operator). Speciﬁcally, to achieve the optimal convergence rate of O( 1
k2), we make use of the
following three techniques:
² We solve the equivalent smooth reformulation (subject to certain constraints) [35, 36] by the Nes-
terov’s method [50, 53]. One key building block is the so-called Euclidean projection. The related
Euclidean projections [36, 40] can be computed either analytically or in linear time.
² We solve the regularized non-smooth optimization problem1 via the accelerated gradient method [5,
54]. One key building block is the so-called regularized Euclidean projection [39] (also called prox-
imity operator [47]). The regularized Euclidean projection can be efﬁciently solved by single variable
root ﬁnding problems [39].
² For the trace norm regularized problems, the proximal regularized linear problem at each step can
be solved by applying a soft-thresholding operation on the singular values, and the overall algorithm
converges at the same rate of O( 1
k2) as the smooth problems.
Sparse Inverse Covariance Estimation The pattern of zero entries in the inverse covariance matrix of a
multivariatenormaldistributioncorrespondstoconditionalindependencerestrictionsbetweenvariables[45].
To obtain the sparse inverse covariance matrix, a sparse graphical model has been proposed based on the
`1 regularization (of the inverse covariance matrix). The model has been applied for quite a few applica-
tions [4, 21, 67]. One of the state-of-the-art optimization algorithms is based on the block coordinate [73]
(the readers are referred to [4, 14] for details). We implemented the Sparse Inverse Covariance Estimation
based on the algorithm outlined in [14].
In the following subsections, we introduce the main features of the implemented functions, the usage of
the package, and the applicability of the package.
1We assume that the loss function is smooth convex.
61.1 Main Features
² First-order black-box method
At each iteration, we only need to evaluate the function value and gradient; and thus the algorithms
can handle large-scale sparse data.
² Optimal convergence rate
The convergence rate O(1=k2) (k denotes the iteration number) is optimal for smooth convex opti-
mization via the ﬁrst-order black-box methods [50, 53].
² Efﬁcient Euclidean projection
The Euclidean projection problem can be solved efﬁciently. For example, the Euclidean projection
onto the `1 ball [40] of size 107 can be solved within 0.3 seconds on a PC.
² Pathwise Solutions
The SLEP package provides functions that can efﬁciently compute the pathwise solutions correspond-
ing to a series of regularization parameters using the “warm-start” technique.
1.2 How to Use the SLEP Package
The main functions were written in Matlab2, while the codes for key subroutines–the related Euclidean
projections—were written in C (located at /SLEP/CFiles/). To call the C ﬁle in Matlab, you need to mex3 the
corresponding C ﬁle. For successfully using the functions provided in this package, you are suggested
to ﬁrst run the Matlab ﬁle “mexC”4 located at the root folder of the package.
When computing the solution corresponding to one single regularization parameter, you can call the
functions as
[x, funVal]=functionName(A, y, ¸, opts)
[x, c, funVal]=functionName(A, y, ¸, opts)
for least squares loss and logistic loss, respectively. You can simply set opts=[]5. For advanced usages (e.g.,
starting point, termination, normalization and regularization), you can specify opts with details provided in
Section 11. The details on the input and output parameters can be found in Tables 1 & 2.
To efﬁciently compute the solutions corresponding to a series of regularization parameters ¸, you can
use
X=pathSolutionLeast(functionName, A, y, ¸, opts)
[X, C]=pathSolutionLogistic(functionName, A, y, ¸, opts)
for computing the pathwise solutions for the least squares loss and the logistic loss, respectively. For details,
please refer to Section 12.
2We are currently developing the C version, which shall be distributed later.
3http://www.mathworks.com/support/tech-notes/1600/1605.html
4For achieving better efﬁciency, we suggest using the up-to-date C compiler for usage in Matlab.
5For some functions discussed in Sections 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, some ﬁelds such as opts.ind, opts.G, opts.fusedPenalty need to be
speciﬁed for providing the additional information.
7Table 1: Input parameters
Parameter Description
A
The data matrix (dense, sparse, or partial DCT).
Each row corresponds to a sample.
[m;n] = size(A).
y
The response (column vector or matrix).
The length of y equals to m.
In the multi-class classiﬁcation scenario with k > 2 classes,
y is a matrix of size m £ k.
¸ The regularization parameter or the ball radius.
opts
The optional inputs.
By default, use opts=[].
For advanced usage, please refer to Section 11.
Table 2: Output parameters
Parameter Description
x
The returned weight vector (or matrix).
In most functions, x is an n-dimensional column vector.
In the multi-class classiﬁcation scenario with k > 2 classes,
x is an n £ k matrix.
c The intercept used in the logistic loss.
funVal The function values during the iterations.
1.3 Applicability of the SLEP Package
In the current version, we implement the algorithms using two types of loss functions: the least squares
loss and the logistic loss, and for trace norm only the least squares loss is implemented except in the matrix
classiﬁcation case in which only the logistic loss is implemented.
We brieﬂy describe the meaning of some abbreviations as follows:
² “Least”: least squares loss.
² “Logistic” : logistic loss.
² “R”: the function solves the regularized problem.
² “C”: the function solves the constrained problem.
² “nn”: it has an additional non-negative constraint.
² “gl”: the features of a sample are grouped into several groups, as in group lasso [44].
² “mt”: the function is for multi-task learning, where different tasks may have different samples.
² “mc”: the function is for multi-class learning or multi-task learning where the different tasks share
the same samples.
² “pathSolution”: the function computes the pathwise solutions corresponding to a series of parameters,
using the “warm-start” technique.
8Table 3: Applicability of the SLEP package
Penalty Problem Function Description Section
Lasso
minx:kxk1·z
1
2kx ¡ vk2
2 eplb Euclidean projection 2.1 onto the `1 ball
minx f(x) + ¸kxk1
LeastR Least squares loss 2.2
LogisticR Logistic loss 2.3
minx:kxk1·z f(x) LeastC Least squares loss 2.4
LogisticC Logistic loss 2.5
minx¸0 f(x) + ¸kxk1
nnLeastR Least squares loss 2.6
nnLogisticR Logistic loss 2.7
minx:kxk1·z;x¸0 f(x) nnLeastC Least squares loss 2.8
nnLogisticC Logistic loss 2.9
group Lasso1
minx
1
2kx ¡ vk2
2 + ¸kxkq epp `q-regularized 3.1 Euclidean projection
minx f(x) + ¸kxkq;1
glLeastR Group Lasso 3.2
glLogisticR 3.3
mtLeastR Multi-task learning 3.4
mtLogisticR 3.5
mcLeastR Multi-class/task learning 3.6
mcLogisticR 3.7
minx:kxk2;1·z f(x)
mtLeastC Multi-task learning 4.1
mtLogisticC 4.2
mcLeastC Multi-class/task learning 4.3
mcLogisticC 4.4
fused Lasso
minx
1
2kx ¡ vk2
2 + ¸1kxk1 + ¸2
Pp¡1
i=1 jxi ¡ xi+1j ﬂsa fused Lasso 5.1 signal approximator
minx f(x) + ¸1kxk1 + ¸2
Pp¡1
i=1 jxi ¡ xi+1j
fusedLeastR Least Squares Loss 5.2
fusedLogisticR Logistic Loss 5.3
sparse inverse max£Â0 logj£j ¡ hS;£i ¡ ¸k£k1 spaInvCov sparse inverse 6 covariance covariance estimation
minx
1
2kx ¡ vk2
2 + ¸1kxk1 + ¸2
Pg
i=1 wikxGik2 altra Moreau-Yosida 7.1 Regularization
sparse group
minx f(x) + ¸1kxk1 + ¸2
Pg
i=1 wikxGik2
sgLeastR Least Squares Loss 7.2
Lasso2 sgLogisticR Logistic Loss 7.3
mc sgLeastR Logistic Loss 7.4
minx
1
2kx ¡ vk2
2 + ¸
Pg
i=1 wikxGik2
altra Moreau-Yosida 8.1 general altra Regularization
minx f(x) + ¸
Pg
i=1 wikxGik2
tree LeastR Least Squares Loss 8.2
tree LogisticR Logistic Loss 8.3
tree structured tree mcLeastR Least Squares Loss 8.4
group Lasso3 tree mcLogisticR Logistic Loss 8.5
tree mcLeastR Least Squares Loss 8.6
tree mcLogisticR Logistic Loss 8.7
minx
1
2kx ¡ vk2
2 + ¸
Pg
i=1 wikxGik2 overlapping Moreau-Yosida 9.1 overlapping Regularization
group Lasso4
minx f(x) + ¸
Pg
i=1 wikxGik2
overlapping LeastR Least Squares Loss 9.2
overlapping LogisticR Logistic Loss 9.3
minx2P
1
2kx ¡ vk2
2 orderTree Euclidean Projection 10.1 Ordered onto P
Tree minx2P f(x) + ¸kxk1 orderLeastC Least Squares Loss 10.2
Least Squares Loss pathSolutionLeast Pathwise solutions 12 Logistic Loss pathSolutionLogistic
trace norm
minW
1
2jjXW ¡ Y jj2
F + ¸jjWjj¤
accel grad mlr Linear regression 13.1
mat primal Linear regression 13.4
mat dual Linear regression 13.5
minW
1
2
Pk
i=1 jjXiwi ¡ Yijj2
2 + ¸jjWjj¤ accel grad mtl Multi-task learning 13.2
minW
Pn
i=1 `(yi;Tr(WTXi)) + ¸jjWjj¤ accel grad mc Matrix classiﬁcation 13.3
1: The `1=`q-norm is deﬁned as the summation of `q-norm of the non-overlapping groups.
2: In the sparse group Lasso, the indices Gi do not overlap, i.e. Gi \ Gj = ;;8i 6= j.
3: In the tree structured group Lasso, the indices Gi overlap. However, note that, Gi’s follow the tree structure, as depicted in Figure 11.
4: In the overlapping group Lasso, the indices Gi may overlap, without the restriction in the tree structured group Lasso.
91.4 Folders & Examples
The functions listed in Table 3 are located at the folder “/SLEP/functions”. To use these functions, you can
use the command “addpath(genpath([root ’/SLEP’]));”, where “root” is the path to the folder “SLEP”. In
the folder “SLEP” , the subfolder ‘CFiles” contains all the C ﬁles for Euclidean projections. Recall that, to
call the C ﬁles in Matlab, you need to use “mexC”.
For each function listed in Table 3, we provide an example named “example functionName” for illus-
tration (such examples can be found at the folder “/SLEP/Examples”). Each example includes:
² Generating a synthetic data matrix A, the response y, and others.
² Setting values for ‘opts’.
² Running the function and plotting the objective function values during iterations.
² Computing the pathwise solutions corresponding to a series of parameters.
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Figure 2: Illustration of the Euclidean projection onto the `1 ball.
2 `1-Norm Regularized/Constrained Problems
In this section, we provide the details of the Euclidean projection onto the `1 ball [40] and the eight func-
tions (located at /SLEP/functions/L1) for sparse learning via the `1-norm regularization (or the constrained
version). The functions described in the following subsections are based on our work in [35, 40].
2.1 Euclidean Projection onto the `1 Ball via Improved Bisection
The problem of Euclidean projections onto the `1 ball G = fx : kxk1 · zg can be formally deﬁned as:
¼G(v) = arg min
x:kxk1·z
1
2
kx ¡ vk2: (1)
Such a projection is illustrated in Figure 2. We show in [40] that, this problem can be converted to a zero
ﬁnding problem for the function f(¢) depicted in Figure 3.
We proposed an improved bisection for the efﬁcient computation of (1), and developed the function
“eplb” (Euclidean Projection onto the `1 Ball). The function “eplb” plays a key building block role in
the functions: “LeastC”, “LogisticC”, “nnLeastC”, and “nnLogisticC”. The function “eplb” is written in
the standard C language, and can be found in the head ﬁle /SELP/CFiles/q1/epph.h. After running “mex
eplb.c”, you can call eplb in Matlab as
u(4) u(3) u(2) u(1) Ȝ
f(Ȝ)
-z
0 u(4) u(3) u(2) u(1) Ȝ
f'(Ȝ)
0
(a) (b)
Figure 3: Illustration of the auxiliary function f(¸) (a) and its subgradient f0(¸) (b).
11Table 4: Illustration of the improved bisection algorithm.
jUj ¸1 ¸T ¸ ¸S ¸2
105 0 0.79907 2.49512 4.19116 4.19641
1242 2.49512 2.72716 3.24086 3.75455 4.19116
502 2.72716 2.85927 2.93296 3.00665 3.24086
88 2.85927 2.89934 2.90139 2.90343 2.93296
1 2.89934 2.90105 2.90105 2.90105 2.90139
[x, ¸, s]=eplb(v, n, z, ¸0),
where n is the size of v, ¸0 is an initial guess of the root ¸, s is the number of iterations consumed by the
improved bisection algorithm.
Table 4 illustrates the improved bisection algorithm: each row corresponds to an iteration; [¸1;¸2]
denotes the current interval, and jUj denotes its size; ¸T is computed from the two models T1(:) and T2(:);
¸S is computed from the model S(:); ¸ is the middle point of ¸T and ¸S; and the found root is in bold.
2.2 LeastR
The function
[x, funVal]=LeastR(A, y, ¸, opts)
solves the `1-norm (and the squared `2 norm) regularized least squares problem:
min
x
1
2
kAx ¡ yk2
2 +
½
2
kxk2
2 + ¸kxk1; (2)
where A 2 Rm£n, y 2 Rm£1, and x 2 Rn£1. For illustration of A, x, and y, please refer to Figure 4.
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Figure 4: Illustration of the data matrix A, the response y, and the solution x. Such a data structure is
employed in the functions “LeastR”, “LeastC”, “LogisticR”, “LogisticC”, “nnLeastR”, “nnLeastC”, “nnL-
ogisticR”, and “nnLogisticC”. A is a matrix of size m£n (aT
i is the i-th sample and corresponds to the i-th
row of A), x is of size n £ 1, and y is of size m £ 1.
In (2), ¸ is the `1-norm regularization parameter, and ½ (speciﬁed by ‘opts.rsL2’; ½ = 0 by default) is
the regularization parameter for the squared `2 norm. By setting ‘opts.rFlag=0’, the program uses the input
values for ¸ and ½. By setting ‘opts.rFlag=1’, the program automatically computes ¸max, the maximal value
of ¸, above which (2) shall obtain the zero solution. In the latter case, the input ¸ should be speciﬁed as
a ratio whose value lies in the interval [0;1], and the resulting (`1) regularization used in the program is
¸£¸max; similarly, the input ½ is a ratio larger than 0, and the actual (`2) regularization used in the program
is ½ £ ¸max.
12If A is a sparse matrix, you can store A in the sparse format in Matlab. The use of the sparse matrix
format can signiﬁcantly improve the efﬁciency. If you want to normalize the sparse matrix A, you can
perform this implicitly through ‘opts.nFlag’, ‘opts.mu’, and ‘opts.nu’.
If A is a partial DCT matrix, you need to register this variable as a partialDCT class. The use of the
partial DCT matrix can signiﬁcantly improve the efﬁciency.
By default, you can set opts=[] to use the default settings. For the more advanced usage, you can specify
‘opts’ (See Section 11). Currently, this function supports the following ﬁelds:
² Starting point: .x0, .init
² Termination: .maxIter, .tol, .tFlag
² Normalization: .nFlag, .mu, .nu
² Regularization: .rFlag, .rsL2
² Method: .mFlag, .lFlag
² Group & Others: .fName
2.3 LogisticR
The function
[x, c, funVal]=LogisticR(A, y, ¸, opts)
solves the `1-norm (and the squared `2 norm) regularized logistic regression problem:
min
x
m X
i=1
wi log(1 + exp(¡yi(xTai + c))) +
½
2
kxk2
2 + ¸kxk1; (3)
whereaT
i denotesthei-throwofA 2 Rm£n, wi istheweightforthei-thsample, y 2 Rm£1, andx 2 Rn£1,
and c is the intercept (scalar). For illustration of A, x, and y, please refer to Figure 4.
In (3), ¸ is the `1-norm regularization parameter, and ½ (speciﬁed by ‘opts.rsL2’; ½ = 0 by default) is
the regularization parameter for the squared `2 norm. By setting ‘opts.rFlag=0’, the program uses the input
values for ¸ and ½. By setting ‘opts.rFlag=1’, the program automatically computes ¸max, the maximal value
of ¸, above which (3) shall obtain the zero solution. In the latter case, the input ¸ should be speciﬁed as
a ratio whose value lies in the interval [0;1], and the resulting (`1) regularization used in the program is
¸£¸max; similarly, the input ½ is a ratio larger than 0, and the actual (`2) regularization used in the program
is ½ £ ¸max.
If A is a sparse matrix, you can store A in the sparse format in Matlab. The use of the sparse matrix
format can signiﬁcantly improve the efﬁciency. If you want to normalize the sparse matrix A, you can
perform this implicitly through ‘opts.nFlag’, ‘opts.mu’, and ‘opts.nu’.
By default, you can set opts=[] to use the default settings. For the more advanced usage, you can specify
‘opts’ (See Section 11). Currently, this function supports the following ﬁelds:
² Starting point: .x0, .c0, .init
² Termination: .maxIter, .tol, .tFlag
² Normalization: .nFlag, .mu, .nu
² Regularization: .rFlag, .rsL2
13² Method: .mFlag, .lFlag
² Group & Others: .sWeight, .fName
In this function, the elements in y are required to be either 1 or -1, and wi’s (speciﬁed by ‘opts.sWeight’)
satisfy: wi = wj if yi = yj. We normalize wi so that
P
i wi = 1.
2.4 LeastC
The function
[x, funVal]=LeastC(A, y, z, opts)
solves the `1-ball constrained least squares problem:
min
x
1
2
kAx ¡ yk2
2 +
½
2
kxk2
2
subject to kxk1 · z;
(4)
where A 2 Rm£n, y 2 Rm£1, and x 2 Rn£1. For illustration of A, x, and y, please refer to Figure 4.
In (4), z is the radius of the `1 ball, and ½ (speciﬁed by ‘opts.rsL2’; ½ = 0 by default) is the regularization
parameter for the squared `2 norm. There is a one-to-one correspondence between the radius z in (4) and
the regularization parameter ¸ in (2), although the explicit formula is usually unknown.
If A is a sparse matrix, you can store A in the sparse format in Matlab. The use of the sparse matrix
format can signiﬁcantly improve the efﬁciency. If you want to normalize the sparse matrix A, you can
perform this implicitly through ‘opts.nFlag’, ‘opts.mu’, and ‘opts.nu’.
If A is a partial DCT matrix, you need to register this variable as a partialDCT class. The use of the
partial DCT matrix can signiﬁcantly improve the efﬁciency.
By default, you can set opts=[] to use the default settings. For the more advanced usage, you can specify
‘opts’ (See Section 11). Currently, this function supports the following ﬁelds:
² Starting point: .x0, .init
² Termination: .maxIter, .tol, .tFlag
² Normalization: .nFlag, .mu, .nu
² Regularization: .rsL2
² Method: .mFlag, .lFlag
² Group & Others: .fName
2.5 LogisticC
The function
[x, c, funVal]=LogisticC(A, y, z, opts)
solves the `1-ball constrained logistic regression problem:
min
x
m X
i=1
wi log(1 + exp(¡yi(xTai + c))) +
½
2
kxk2
2
subject to kxk1 · z;
(5)
14whereaT
i denotesthei-throwofA 2 Rm£n, wi istheweightforthei-thsample, y 2 Rm£1, andx 2 Rn£1,
and c is the intercept (scalar). For illustration of A, x, and y, please refer to Figure 4.
In (5), z is the radius of the `1 ball, and ½ (speciﬁed by ‘opts.rsL2’; ½ = 0 by default) is the regularization
parameter for the squared `2 norm. There is a one-to-one correspondence between the radius z in (5) and
the regularization parameter ¸ in (3), although the explicit formula is usually unknown.
If A is a sparse matrix, you can store A in the sparse format in Matlab. The use of the sparse matrix
format can signiﬁcantly improve the efﬁciency. If you want to normalize the sparse matrix A, you can
perform this implicitly through ‘opts.nFlag’, ‘opts.mu’, and ‘opts.nu’.
In this function, the elements in y are required to be either 1 or -1, and wi’s (speciﬁed by opts.sWeight)
satisfy: wi = wj if yi = yj. In the function, we normalize wi so that
P
i wi = 1.
By default, you can set opts=[] to use the default settings. For the more advanced usage, you can specify
‘opts’ (See Section 11). Currently, this function supports the following ﬁelds:
² Starting point: .x0, .c0, .init
² Termination: .maxIter, .tol, .tFlag
² Normalization: .nFlag, .mu, .nu
² Regularization: .rsL2
² Method: .mFlag, .lFlag
² Group & Others: .sWeight, .fName
2.6 nnLeastR
The function
[x, funVal]=nnLeastR(A, y, ¸, opts)
solves the `1-norm regularized least squares problem (subject to an additional non-negative constraint):
min
x¸0
1
2
kAx ¡ yk2
2 +
½
2
kxk2
2 + ¸kxk1; (6)
where A 2 Rm£n, y 2 Rm£1, and x 2 Rn£1. For illustration of A, x, and y, please refer to Figure 4.
In (6), ¸ is the `1-norm regularization parameter, and ½ (speciﬁed by ‘opts.rsL2’; ½ = 0 by default) is
the regularization parameter for the squared `2 norm. By setting ‘opts.rFlag=0’, the program uses the input
values for ¸ and ½. By setting ‘opts.rFlag=1’, the program automatically computes ¸max, the maximal value
of ¸, above which (6) shall obtain the zero solution. In the latter case, the input ¸ should be speciﬁed as
a ratio whose value lies in the interval [0;1], and the resulting (`1) regularization used in the program is
¸£¸max; similarly, the input ½ is a ratio larger than 0, and the actual (`2) regularization used in the program
is ½ £ ¸max.
If A is a sparse matrix, you can store A in the sparse format in Matlab. The use of the sparse matrix
format can signiﬁcantly improve the efﬁciency. If you want to normalize the sparse matrix A, you can
perform this implicitly through ‘opts.nFlag’, ‘opts.mu’, and ‘opts.nu’.
If A is a partial DCT matrix, you need to register this variable as a partialDCT class. The use of the
partial DCT matrix can signiﬁcantly improve the efﬁciency.
By default, you can set opts=[] to use the default settings. For the more advanced usage, you can specify
‘opts’ (See Section 11). Currently, this function supports the following ﬁelds:
15² Starting point: .x0, .init
² Termination: .maxIter, .tol, .tFlag
² Normalization: .nFlag, .mu, .nu
² Regularization: .rFlag, .rsL2
² Group & Others: .fName
2.7 nnLogisticR
The function
[x, c, funVal]=nnLogisticR(A, y, ¸, opts)
solves the `1-norm regularized logistic regression problem (subject to an additional non-negative constraint):
min
x¸0
m X
i=1
wi log(1 + exp(¡yi(xTai + c))) +
½
2
kxk2
2 + ¸kxk1; (7)
whereaT
i denotesthei-throwofA 2 Rm£n, wi istheweightforthei-thsample, y 2 Rm£1, andx 2 Rn£1,
and c is the intercept (scalar). For illustration of A, x, and y, please refer to Figure 4.
In (7), ¸ is the `1-norm regularization parameter, and ½ (speciﬁed by ‘opts.rsL2’; ½ = 0 by default) is
the regularization parameter for the squared `2 norm. By setting ‘opts.rFlag=0’, the program uses the input
values for ¸ and ½. By setting ‘opts.rFlag=1’, the program automatically computes ¸max, the maximal value
of ¸, above which (7) shall obtain the zero solution. In the latter case, the input ¸ should be speciﬁed as
a ratio whose value lies in the interval [0;1], and the resulting (`1) regularization used in the program is
¸£¸max; similarly, the input ½ is a ratio larger than 0, and the actual (`2) regularization used in the program
is ½ £ ¸max.
If A is a sparse matrix, you can store A in the sparse format in Matlab. The use of the sparse matrix
format can signiﬁcantly improve the efﬁciency. If you want to normalize the sparse matrix A, you can
perform this implicitly through ‘opts.nFlag’, ‘opts.mu’, and ‘opts.nu’.
By default, you can set opts=[] to use the default settings. For the more advanced usage, you can specify
‘opts’ (See Section 11). Currently, this function supports the following ﬁelds:
² Starting point: .x0, .c0, .init
² Termination: .maxIter, .tol, .tFlag
² Normalization: .nFlag, .mu, .nu
² Regularization: .rFlag, .rsL2
² Group & Others: .sWeight, .fName
In this function, the elements in y are required to be either 1 or -1, and wi’s (speciﬁed by opts.sWeight)
satisfy: wi = wj if yi = yj. In this function, we normalize wi so that
P
i wi = 1.
162.8 nnLeastC
The function
[x, funVal]=LeastC(A, y, z, opts)
solves the `1-ball constrained least squares problem (subject to an additional non-negative constraint):
min
x
1
2
kAx ¡ yk2
2 +
½
2
kxk2
2
subject to kxk1 · z;x ¸ 0
(8)
where A 2 Rm£n, y 2 Rm£1, and x 2 Rn£1. For illustration of A, x, and y, please refer to Figure 4.
In (8), z is the radius of the `1 ball, and ½ (speciﬁed by opts.rsL2; ½ = 0 by default) is the regularization
parameter for the squared `2 norm.
If A is a sparse matrix, you can store A in the sparse format in Matlab. The use of the sparse matrix
format can signiﬁcantly improve the efﬁciency. If you want to normalize the sparse matrix A, you can
perform this implicitly through ‘opts.nFlag’, ‘opts.mu’, and ‘opts.nu’.
If A is a partial DCT matrix, you need to register this variable as a partialDCT class. The use of the
partial DCT matrix can signiﬁcantly improve the efﬁciency.
By default, you can set opts=[] to use the default settings. For the more advanced usage, you can specify
‘opts’ (See Section 11). Currently, this function supports the following ﬁelds:
² Starting point: .x0, .init
² Termination: .maxIter, .tol, .tFlag
² Regularization: .rsL2
² Normalization: .nFlag, .mu, .nu
² Group & Others: .fName
2.9 nnLogisticC
The function
[x, c, funVal]=LogisticC(A, y, z, opts)
solves the `1-ball constrained logistic regression problem (subject to an additional non-negative constraint):
min
x
m X
i=1
wi log(1 + exp(¡yi(xTai + c))) +
½
2
kxk2
2
subject to kxk1 · z;x ¸ 0
(9)
whereaT
i denotesthei-throwofA 2 Rm£n, wi istheweightforthei-thsample, y 2 Rm£1, andx 2 Rn£1,
and c is the intercept (scalar). For illustration of A, x, and y, please refer to Figure 4.
In (9), z is the radius of the `1 ball, and ½ (speciﬁed by opts.rsL2; ½ = 0 by default) is the regularization
parameter for the squared `2 norm.
If A is a sparse matrix, you can store A in the sparse format in Matlab. The use of the sparse matrix
format can signiﬁcantly improve the efﬁciency. If you want to normalize the sparse matrix A, you can
perform this implicitly through ‘opts.nFlag’, ‘opts.mu’, and ‘opts.nu’.
By default, you can set opts=[] to use the default settings. For the more advanced usage, you can specify
‘opts’ (See Section 11). Currently, this function supports the following ﬁelds:
17² Starting point: .x0, .c0, .init
² Termination: .maxIter, .tol, .tFlag
² Normalization: .nFlag, .mu, .nu
² Regularization: .rsL2
² Group & Others: .sWeight, .fName
In this function, the elements in y are required to be either 1 or -1, and wi’s (speciﬁed by opts.sWeight)
satisfy: wi = wj if yi = yj. In the function, we normalize wi so that
P
i wi = 1.
183 `1=`q-Norm Regularized Problems
In this section, we provide the details of the `1=`q-regularized projection and the six functions (located at
/SLEP/functions/L1Lq/Lq1R) for sparse learning via `1=`q-norm (q ¸ 1). The functions described in the
following subsections are based on our work in [36, 39].
3.1 The `q-Regularized Projection Via Bisection
In solving the `1=`q-norm regularized problem, one key subroutine is the `1=`q-regularized Euclidean pro-
jection (EP1q) problem:
¼1q(V;¸) = arg min
X2Rp
1
2
kX ¡ Vk2
2 + ¸
s X
i=1
kxikq; (10)
which can be decoupled into the following `q-regularized projection problem:
¼q(v;¸) = min
x
1
2
kx ¡ vk2
2 + ¸kxkq: (11)
In [39], we showed the key properties of the problem (11), proposed to formulate 11 as two simple zero
ﬁnding problems, and developed the function “epp“ for solving (11). After running “mex epp.c” (located at
/SLEP/CFiles/epp), we can call “epp” in matlab as
[x, c, s]=epp(v, n, ¸, q c0),
where n is the size of v, q ¸ 1, c0 is an initial guess of the root c, s is the number of iterations consumed by
the bisection algorithm.
3.2 glLeastR
The function
[x, funVal]=glLeastR(A, y, ¸, opts)
solves the `1=`q-norm regularized least squares problem:
min
x
1
2
kAx ¡ yk2
2 + ¸
k X
i=1
w
g
i kxGikq; (12)
where A 2 Rm£n, y 2 Rm£1, x 2 Rn£1 is divided into k non-overlapping groups xG1;xG2;:::;xGk, and
w
g
i denotes the weight for the i-th group. The group information is provided in ‘opts.ind’. For illustration
of A and x, please refer to Figure 5.
In (12), ¸ is the `1=`q-norm regularization parameter. By setting ‘opts.rFlag=0’, the program uses the
input value for ¸. By setting ‘opts.rFlag=1’, the program automatically computes ¸max, the maximal value
of ¸, above which (12) shall obtain the zero solution. In the latter case, the input ¸ should be speciﬁed as a
ratio whose value lies in the interval [0;1], and the resulting regularization used in the program is ¸£¸max.
The parameter w
g
i denotes the weight for the i-th group; you can specify w
g
i via ‘opts.gWeight’. The
program requires w
g
i > 0. Please note that ‘opts.gWeight’ should be speciﬁed as a k£1 column vector (See
Section 11).
If A is a sparse matrix, you can store A in the sparse format in Matlab. The use of the sparse matrix
format can signiﬁcantly improve the efﬁciency. If you want to normalize the sparse matrix A, you can
perform this implicitly through ‘opts.nFlag’, ‘opts.mu’, and ‘opts.nu’.
By default, you can set empty the ﬁelds of ‘opts’ except ‘opts.ind’. For the more advanced usage, you
can specify ‘opts’ (See Section 11). Currently, this function supports the following ﬁelds:
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Figure5: IllustrationofthedatamatrixA, andthesolutionxforthefunctions“glLeastR”and“glLogisticR”.
Aisamatrixofsizem£n, xisofsizen£1andisdividedintok non-overlappinggroupsxG1;xG2;:::;xGk.
In this example, the features are grouped into four non-overlapping groups (by the dashed lines).
² Starting point: .x0, .init
² Termination: .maxIter, .tol, .tFlag
² Normalization: .nFlag, .mu, .nu
² Regularization: .rFlag
² Method: .mFlag, .lFlag
² Group & Others: .ind, .q, .gWeight, .fName
3.3 glLogisticR
The function
[x, c, funVal]=glLogisticR(A, y, ¸, opts)
solves the `1=`q-norm regularized logistic regression problem:
min
x
m X
i=1
wi log(1 + exp(¡yi(xTai + c))) + ¸
k X
i=1
w
g
i kxGikq; (13)
where aT
i denotes the i-th row of A 2 Rm£n, wi is the weight for the i-th sample, y 2 Rm£1, x 2 Rn£1 is
divided into k non-overlapping groups xG1;xG2;:::;xGk, w
g
i denotes the weight for the i-th group, and c
is the intercept (scalar). The group information is provided in ‘opts.ind’. For illustration of A and x, please
refer to Figure 5.
In (13), ¸ is the `1=`q-norm regularization parameter. By setting ‘opts.rFlag=0’, the program uses the
input value for ¸. By setting ‘opts.rFlag=1’, the program automatically computes ¸max, the maximal value
of ¸, above which (13) shall obtain the zero solution. In the latter case, the input ¸ should be speciﬁed as a
ratio whose value lies in the interval [0;1], and the resulting regularization used in the program is ¸£¸max.
The parameter w
g
i denotes the weight for the i-th group; you can specify w
g
i via ‘opts.gWeight’. The
program requires w
g
i > 0. The program requires w
g
i > 0. Please note that ‘opts.gWeight’ should be
speciﬁed as a k £ 1 column vector (See Section 11).
If A is a sparse matrix, you can store A in the sparse format in Matlab. The use of the sparse matrix
format can signiﬁcantly improve the efﬁciency. If you want to normalize the sparse matrix A, you can
perform this implicitly through ‘opts.nFlag’, ‘opts.mu’, and ‘opts.nu’.
20In this function, the elements in y are required to be either 1 or -1, and wi’s (speciﬁed by ‘opts.sWeight’)
satisfy: wi = wj if yi = yj. We also normalize wi’s so that
P
i wi = 1 holds.
By default, you can set empty the ﬁelds of ‘opts’ except ‘opts.ind’. For the more advanced usage, you
can specify ‘opts’ (See Section 11). Currently, you can specify the following ﬁelds:
² Starting point: .x0, .c0, .init
² Termination: .maxIter, .tol, .tFlag
² Normalization: .nFlag, .mu, .nu
² Regularization: .rFlag
² Method: .mFlag, .lFlag
² Group & Others: .ind, .q, .sWeight, .fName
3.4 mtLeastR
The function
[x, funVal]=mtLeastR(A, y, ¸, opts)
solves the `1=`q-norm regularized multi-task least squares problem:
min
x
1
2
kAx ¡ yk2
2 + ¸kxk`1=`q; (14)
where A = [A1;A2;:::;Ak] 2 Rm£n, Ai 2 Rmi£n is the data matrix for the i-th task (m =
P
i mi),
y = [y1;y2;:::;yk] 2 Rm£1, yi 2 Rmi is the response for the i-th task, x = [x1;x2;:::;xk] 2 Rn£k,
and xi 2 Rn is the weight vector for the i-th task. The group information is provided in ‘opts.ind’. For
illustration of A, y, and x, please refer to Figure 6.
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Figure 6: Illustration of the data matrix A, y, and the solution x for the functions “mtLeastR” and “mt-
LogisticR” for multi-task learning. A = [A1;A2;:::;Ak] is a matrix with size m £ n (m =
P
i mi),
y = [y1;y2;:::;yk], and x = [x1;x2;:::;xk] is of size n £ k. Each row of x forms a group (via the
`q norm). For A and y, (ind(i)+1): ind(i+1) are the indices for the i-th task, namely, Ai = A( (ind(i)+1):
ind(i+1),:) and yi = y ( (ind(i)+1): ind(i+1), :).
21In (14), ¸ is the `1=`q-norm regularization parameter. By setting ‘opts.rFlag=0’, the program uses the
input value for ¸. By setting ‘opts.rFlag=1’, the program automatically computes ¸max, the maximal value
of ¸, above which (14) shall obtain the zero solution. In the latter case, the input ¸ should be speciﬁed as a
ratio whose value lies in the interval [0;1], and the resulting regularization used in the program is ¸£¸max.
If A is a sparse matrix, you can store A in the sparse format in Matlab. The use of the sparse matrix
format can signiﬁcantly improve the efﬁciency. If you want to normalize the sparse matrix A, you can
perform this implicitly through ‘opts.nFlag’, ‘opts.mu’, and ‘opts.nu’.
By default, you can set empty the ﬁelds of ‘opts’ except ‘opts.ind’. For the more advanced usage, you
can specify ‘opts’ (See Section 11). Currently, you can specify the following ﬁelds:
² Starting point: .x0, .init
² Termination: .maxIter, .tol, .tFlag
² Normalization: .nFlag, .mu, .nu
² Regularization: .rFlag
² Method: .mFlag, .lFlag
² Group & Others: .ind, .q, .fName
3.5 mtLogisticR
The function
[x, c, funVal]=mtLogisticR(A, y, ¸, opts)
solves the `1=`q-norm regularized multi-task logistic regression problem:
min
x
k X
l=1
ml X
i=1
wil log(1 + exp(¡yil(xT
l ail + cl))) + ¸kxk`1=`q; (15)
where aT
il denotes the i-th sample for the l-th task, wil is the weight for aT
il, yil is the response of ail, and
cl is the intercept (scalar) for the l-th task. We have A 2 Rm£n, x 2 Rn£k, c 2 R1£k, y 2 Rm£1.
The parameter ‘opts.ind’ provides the indices for the tasks. For illustration of A, y, and x, please refer to
Figure 6.
In (15), ¸ is the `1=`q-norm regularization parameter. By setting ‘opts.rFlag=0’, the program uses the
input value for ¸. By setting ‘opts.rFlag=1’, the program automatically computes ¸max, the maximal value
of ¸, above which (15) shall obtain the zero solution. In the latter case, the input ¸ should be speciﬁed as a
ratio whose value lies in the interval [0;1], and the resulting regularization used in the program is ¸£¸max.
If A is a sparse matrix, you can store A in the sparse format in Matlab. The use of the sparse matrix
format can signiﬁcantly improve the efﬁciency. If you want to normalize the sparse matrix A, you can
perform this implicitly through ‘opts.nFlag’, ‘opts.mu’, and ‘opts.nu’.
By default, you can set the ﬁelds of ‘opts’ to empty except ‘opts.ind’. For the more advanced usage, you
can specify ‘opts’ (See Section 11). Currently, you can specify the following ﬁelds:
² Starting point: .x0, .c0, .init
² Termination: .maxIter, .tol, .tFlag
² Normalization: .nFlag, .mu, .nu
22² Regularization: .rFlag
² Method: .mFlag, .lFlag
² Group & Others: .ind, .q, .fName
In this function, the elements in y are required to be either 1 or -1. Currently, we simply set wil = 1
m.
3.6 mcLeastR
The function
[x, funVal]=mcLeastR(A, y, ¸, opts)
solves the `1=`q-norm regularized multi-class least squares problem:
min
x
1
2
kAx ¡ yk2
2 + ¸kxk`1=`q; (16)
where A 2 Rm£n, y 2 Rm£k, and x 2 Rn£k. For illustration of A, y, and x, please refer to Figure 7.
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Figure 7: Illustration of the data matrix A, y, and the solution x for the functions “mcLeastR” and “mcLo-
gisticR” for multi-class classiﬁcation. A is of size m £ n, y = [y1;y2;:::;yk] is of size m £ n, and
x = [x1;x2;:::;xk] is of size n £ k. Each row of x forms a group (via the `q norm).
In (16), ¸ is the `1=`q-norm regularization parameter. By setting ‘opts.rFlag=0’, the program uses the
input value for ¸. By setting ‘opts.rFlag=1’, the program automatically computes ¸max, the maximal value
of ¸, above which (16) shall obtain the zero solution. In the latter case, the input ¸ should be speciﬁed as a
ratio whose value lies in the interval [0;1], and the resulting regularization used in the program is ¸£¸max.
If A is a sparse matrix, you can store A in the sparse format in Matlab. The use of the sparse matrix
format can signiﬁcantly improve the efﬁciency. If you want to normalize the sparse matrix A, you can
perform this implicitly through ‘opts.nFlag’, ‘opts.mu’, and ‘opts.nu’.
By default, you can set ‘opts=[]’ to use the default settings. For the more advanced usage, you can
specify ‘opts’ (See Section 11). Currently, this function supports the following ﬁelds:
² Starting point: .x0, .init
² Termination: .maxIter, .tol, .tFlag
² Normalization: .nFlag, .mu, .nu
² Regularization: .rFlag
² Method: .mFlag, .lFlag
² Group & Others: .q, .fName
233.7 mcLogisticR
The function
[x, c, funVal]=mcLogisticR(A, y, ¸, opts)
solves the `1=`q-norm regularized multi-class logistic regression problem:
min
x
k X
l=1
m X
i=1
wil log(1 + exp(¡yil(xT
l ail + cl))) + ¸kxk`1=`q; (17)
where aT
il denotes the i-th sample for the l-th class, wil is the weight for aT
il, yil is the response of ail, and
cl is the intercept (scalar) for the l-th class. In multi-class classiﬁcation, we have ail = ai;8l, A 2 Rm£n,
x 2 Rn£k, c 2 R1£k, y 2 Rm£k. For illustration of A, y, and x, please refer to Figure 7.
In (17), ¸ is the `1=`q-norm regularization parameter. By setting ‘opts.rFlag=0’, the program uses the
input value for ¸. By setting ‘opts.rFlag=1’, the program automatically computes ¸max, the maximal value
of ¸, above which (17) shall obtain the zero solution. In the latter case, the input ¸ should be speciﬁed as a
ratio whose value lies in the interval [0;1], and the resulting regularization used in the program is ¸£¸max.
If A is a sparse matrix, you can store A in the sparse format in Matlab. The use of the sparse matrix
format can signiﬁcantly improve the efﬁciency. If you want to normalize the sparse matrix A, you can
perform this implicitly through ‘opts.nFlag’, ‘opts.mu’, and ‘opts.nu’.
By default, you can set ‘opts=[]’ to use the default settings. For the more advanced usage, you can
specify ‘opts’ (See Section 11). Currently, you can specify the following ﬁelds:
² Starting point: .x0, .c0, .init
² Termination: .maxIter, .tol, .tFlag
² Normalization: .nFlag, .mu, .nu
² Regularization: .rFlag
² Method: .mFlag, .lFlag
² Group & Others: .q, .fName
In this function, the elements in y are required to be either 1 or -1. Currently, we set wil = 1
mk.
244 `1=`2-Norm Constrained Problems
In this section, we provide the details of the four functions (located at /SLEP/functions/L1Lq/L21C) for
sparse learning via the `1=`2-norm constraint. The functions described in the following subsections are
based on our work in [36].
4.1 mtLeastC
The function
[x, funVal]=mtLeastC(A, y, z, opts)
solves the `1=`2-ball constrained least squares problem:
min
x
1
2
kAx ¡ yk2
2
s.t. kxk`1=`2 · z;
(18)
where A 2 Rm£n, y 2 Rm£1, and x 2 Rn£k. The group information is provided in ‘opts.ind’. For
illustration of A, y, and x, please refer to Figure 6.
If A is a sparse matrix, you can store A in the sparse format in Matlab. The use of the sparse matrix
format can signiﬁcantly improve the efﬁciency. If you want to normalize the sparse matrix A, you can
perform this implicitly through ‘opts.nFlag’, ‘opts.mu’, and ‘opts.nu’.
By default, you can set the ﬁelds of ‘opts’ to empty except ‘opts.ind’. For the more advanced usage, you
can specify ‘opts’ (See Section 11). Currently, you can specify the following ﬁelds:
² Starting point: .x0, .init
² Termination: .maxIter, .tol, .tFlag
² Normalization: .nFlag, .mu, .nu
² Regularization: .rFlag
² Method: .lFlag
² Group & Others: .ind, .fName
4.2 mtLogisticC
The function
[x, c, funVal]=mtLogisticC(A, y, z, opts)
solves the `1=`2-ball constrained multi-task logistic regression problem:
min
x
k X
l=1
ml X
i=1
wil log(1 + exp(¡yil(xT
l ail + cl)))
s.t. kxk`1=`2 · z;
(19)
where aT
il denotes the i-th sample for the l-th task, wil is the weight for aT
il, yil is the response of ail, and
cl is the intercept (scalar) for the l-th task. We have A 2 Rm£n, x 2 Rn£k, c 2 R1£k, y 2 Rm£1.
25The parameter ‘opts.ind’ provides the indices for the tasks. For illustration of A, y, and x, please refer to
Figure 6.
If A is a sparse matrix, you can store A in the sparse format in Matlab. The use of the sparse matrix
format can signiﬁcantly improve the efﬁciency. If you want to normalize the sparse matrix A, you can
perform this implicitly through ‘opts.nFlag’, ‘opts.mu’, and ‘opts.nu’.
By default, you can set the ﬁelds of ‘opts’ to empty except ‘opts.ind’. For the more advanced usage, you
can specify ‘opts’ (See Section 11). Currently, you can specify the following ﬁelds:
² Starting point: .x0, .c0, .init
² Termination: .maxIter, .tol, .tFlag
² Normalization: .nFlag, .mu, .nu
² Regularization: .rFlag
² Method: .lFlag
² Group & Others: .ind, .fName
In this function, the elements in y are required to be either 1 or -1. Currently, we simply set wil = 1
m.
4.3 mcLeastC
The function
[x, funVal]=mcLeastC(A, y, z, opts)
solves the `1=`2-ball constrained multi-class least squares problem:
min
x
1
2
kAx ¡ yk2
2
s.t. kxk`1=`2 · z;
(20)
where A 2 Rm£n, y 2 Rm£k, and x 2 Rn£k. For illustration of A, y, and x, please refer to Figure 7.
If A is a sparse matrix, you can store A in the sparse format in Matlab. The use of the sparse matrix
format can signiﬁcantly improve the efﬁciency. If you want to normalize the sparse matrix A, you can
perform this implicitly through ‘opts.nFlag’, ‘opts.mu’, and ‘opts.nu’.
By default, you can set ‘opts=[]’ to use the default settings. For the more advanced usage, you can
specify ‘opts’ (See Section 11). Currently, this function supports the following ﬁelds:
² Starting point: .x0, .init
² Termination: .maxIter, .tol, .tFlag
² Normalization: .nFlag, .mu, .nu
² Regularization: .rFlag
² Method: .lFlag
² Group & Others: .fName
264.4 mcLogisticC
The function
[x, c, funVal]=mcLogisticC(A, y, z, opts)
solves the `1=`2-ball constrained multi-class logistic regression problem:
min
x
k X
l=1
m X
i=1
wil log(1 + exp(¡yil(xT
l ail + cl)))
s.t. kxk`1=`2 · z;
(21)
where aT
il denotes the i-th sample for the l-th class, wil is the weight for aT
il, yil is the response of ail, and
cl is the intercept (scalar) for the l-th class. In multi-class classiﬁcation, we have ail = ai;8l, A 2 Rm£n,
x 2 Rn£k, c 2 R1£k, y 2 Rm£k. For illustration of A, y, and x, please refer to Figure 7.
If A is a sparse matrix, you can store A in the sparse format in Matlab. The use of the sparse matrix
format can signiﬁcantly improve the efﬁciency. If you want to normalize the sparse matrix A, you can
perform this implicitly through ‘opts.nFlag’, ‘opts.mu’, and ‘opts.nu’.
By default, you can set ‘opts=[]’ to use the default settings. For the more advanced usage, you can
specify ‘opts’ (See Section 11). Currently, you can specify the following ﬁelds:
² Starting point: .x0, .init
² Termination: .maxIter, .tol, .tFlag
² Normalization: .nFlag, .mu, .nu
² Regularization: .rFlag
² Method: .lFlag
² Group & Others: .fName
In this function, the elements in y are required to be either 1 or -1. Currently, we set wil = 1
mk.
27Table 5: A running example for solving FLSA via the SFAR proposed in [43].
variable 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 duality gap
input v 0.50 0.60 1.30 -2.10 -2.60 -2.50 -0.10 -0.30 -0.20 2.60
z0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.06
iteration 1
z 0.02 0.18 -0.20 -0.13 0.03 0.20 -0.05 0.02 0.20 0.16
S(z) ¡ f0; 10g 3 6 9
x1 0.73 0.73 0.73 -2.27 -2.27 -2.27 -0.20 -0.20 -0.20 2.40
z1 0.20 0.20 -0.20 -0.20 -0.03 0.20 0.10 0.20 0.20 0.08
iteration 2
z 0.17 0.20 -0.20 -0.20 0.01 0.20 0.10 0.20 0.20 0.03
S(z) ¡ f0; 10g 2 3 4 6 8 9
x2 0.65 0.65 0.90 -2.10 -2.35 -2.35 -0.20 -0.20 -0.20 2.40
z2 0.15 0.20 -0.20 -0.20 0.05 0.20 0.10 0.20 0.20 0
solution
S(z¤) ¡ f0; 10g 2 3 4 6 8 9
x¤ 0.65 0.65 0.90 -2.10 -2.35 -2.35 -0.20 -0.20 -0.20 2.40
z¤ 0.15 0.20 -0.20 -0.20 0.05 0.20 0.10 0.20 0.20 0
5 The Fused Lasso Penalized Problems
In this section, we provide the details of the fused Lasso signal approximator and the two functions (located
at /SLEP/functions/fusedLasso) for sparse learning via the fused Lasso penalty. The functions described in
the following subsections are based on our work in [43].
5.1 Fused Lasso Signal Approximator
The function
[x, z, infor]=ﬂsa(v, z0, ¸1, ¸2, p, 1000,10¡10, 1, 6)
solves the Fused Lasso Signal Approximator (ﬂsa):
min
x
1
2
kx ¡ vk2
2 + ¸1kxk1 + ¸2
p X
i=2
jxi ¡ xi¡1j: (22)
The problem (22) is a special case of (23), and it plays a building block role in solving (23) by the
methods such as the Nesterov’s method. In the function ﬂsa, z0 is an initial guess of the subgradient of
the fused penalty at the minimizer, and z is the obtained subgradient; 1000 is the maximal number of
iterations (we have observed in our experiments that, the program converges in dozens of iterations with
the “cold” start, e.g., z0 = 0, and within ten iterations with the “warm” start technique); and the algorithm
terminates when the duality gap of the solution is less than 10¡10. The output parameter “infor” contains
the information for solving (22) including the number of the iterations.
Table 5 gives a running example for solving (22). The input v has n = 10 variables, the regularization
parameter ¸2 = 0:2, and the starting point z0 is initialized with zero. SFAR converges in 2 iterations. In each
iteration i, 1) z corresponds to a gradient descent step based on zi¡1, 2) S(z) is the support set computed at
z, 3) xi = !(z) is the approximate primal variable computed using the support set, and 4) zi is the restarting
point obtained from xi. The duality gap is shown in the last column for each dual variable. x¤ and z¤ denote
the optimal primal and dual solutions, respectively.
The function “ﬂsa” is written in the standard C, and the source code is available at /SLEP/CFiles/ﬂsa.h.
The function “ﬂsa” plays a building block role for the functions “fusedLeastR” and “fusedLogisticR”.
5.2 fusedLeastR
The function
[x, funVal]=fusedLeastR(A, y, ¸1, opts)
28solves the fused Lasso problem:
min
x
1
2
kAx ¡ yk2
2 + ¸1kxk1 + ¸2
p¡1 X
i=1
jxi ¡ xi+1j; (23)
where ¸2 =opts.fusedPenalty.
If A is a sparse matrix, you can store A in the sparse format in Matlab, which can signiﬁcantly im-
prove the efﬁciency. If you want to normalize the sparse matrix A, you can perform this implicitly through
‘opts.nFlag’, ‘opts.mu’, and ‘opts.nu’.
By default, you can set ‘opts=[]’ to use the default settings. For the more advanced usage, you can
specify ‘opts’ (See Section 11). Currently, you can specify the following ﬁelds:
² Starting point: .x0, .init
² Termination: .maxIter, .tol, .tFlag
² Normalization: .nFlag, .mu, .nu
² Regularization: .rFlag
² Method: .lFlag
A note on “opts.rFlag”: When opts.rFlag=0, the actual values of ¸1 and ¸2 are used. When opts.rFlag=1,
we ﬁrst compute ¸max
1 for ¸1, which shall enforce (23) to yield a zero solution, and then the program will
use the following regularization values: ¸1 £ ¸max
1 and ¸2 £ ¸max
1 .
With properly chosen ¸1 and ¸2, the function fusedLassoLeastR yields an output x that has sparsity in
both the coefﬁcients and their successive differences, as illustrated in Figure 8.
Figure 8: Illustration of the solution of the fused Lasso. The solution is blockwise constant.
5.3 fusedLogisticR
The function
[x, c, funVal]=fusedLogisticR(A, y, ¸, opts)
solves the fused Lasso penalized logistic regression problem:
min
x
m X
i=1
wi log(1 + exp(¡yi(xTai + c))) + ¸1kxk1 + ¸2
p¡1 X
i=1
jxi ¡ xi+1j; (24)
whereaT
i denotesthei-throwofA 2 Rm£n, wi istheweightforthei-thsample, y 2 Rm£1, andx 2 Rn£1,
and c is the intercept (scalar). For illustration of A, x, and y, please refer to Figure 4.
If A is a sparse matrix, you can store A in the sparse format in Matlab, which can signiﬁcantly im-
prove the efﬁciency. If you want to normalize the sparse matrix A, you can perform this implicitly through
‘opts.nFlag’, ‘opts.mu’, and ‘opts.nu’.
By default, you can set ‘opts=[]’ to use the default settings. For the more advanced usage, you can
specify ‘opts’ (See Section 11). Currently, you can specify the following ﬁelds:
29² Starting point: .x0, .c0, .init
² Termination: .maxIter, .tol, .tFlag
² Normalization: .nFlag, .mu, .nu
² Regularization: .rFlag
² Method: .lFlag
A note on “opts.rFlag”: When opts.rFlag=0, the actual values of ¸1 and ¸2 are used. When opts.rFlag=1,
we ﬁrst compute ¸max
1 for ¸1, which shall enforce (23) to yield a zero solution, and then the program will
use the following regularization values: ¸1 £ ¸max
1 and ¸2 £ ¸max
1 .
With properly chosen ¸1 and ¸2, the function fusedLassoLeastR yields an output x that has sparsity in
both the coefﬁcients and their successive differences, as illustrated in Figure 8.
306 Sparse Inverse Covariance Estimation
The function
£=sparseInverseCovariance(S, ¸, opts)
solves the following sparse inverse covariance estimation problem:
max
£Â0
logj£j ¡ hS;£i ¡ ¸k£k1; (25)
where S 2 Rn£n is the sample covariance matrix estimated from the data, £ 2 Rn£n is the (sparse) inverse
covariance matrix to be estimated, and ¸ > 0 is the regularization parameter.
Our implementation is based on the block coordinate descent described in [14]. The sparse inverse
covariance estimation has been used to study the brain connectivity for Alzheimer’s Disease [21, 67]. With
a properly chosen ¸, the function sparseInverseCovariance yields an output £ that is sparse. Figure 9
illustrates the solution of this function.
Figure 9: Illustration of the solution of the sparse inverse covariance.
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Figure 10: Illustration of ¸max
1 and ¸max
2 (¸1). There are p = 10000 features, and the features are divided
into k = 100 non-overlapping groups of size 100.
7 Sparse Group Lasso
In this section, we provide the details of the Moreau-Yosida regularization associated with the sparse group
Lasso penalty and the four functions (located at /SLEP/functions/sgLasso) for sparse learning via the sparse
group Lasso penalty. The functions described in the following are based on our work in [42].
7.1 The Moreau-Yosida Regularization Associated with the Sparse Group Lasso
The Moreau-Yosida regularization associated with the sparse group Lasso penalty for a given v 2 Rp is
given by:
Á¸(v) = min
x
(
f(x) =
1
2
kx ¡ vk2 + ¸1kxk1 + ¸2
g X
i=1
w
g
i kxGik2
)
: (26)
The problem (26) is a special case of the problem (30), and thus can be solved by the function “altra”
(located at /SLEP/CFiles/tree/altra.h) to be discussed in Section 8.1. In addition, for the problem 26, we can
specify the meaningful interval for parameters ¸1 and ¸2, illustrated in Figure 10. If (¸1;¸2) falls above the
curve, the solution to (26) shall be exactly zero.
7.2 sgLeastR
The function
[x, funVal]=sgLeastR(A, y, ¸, opts)
solves the sparse group Lasso penalized least squares problem:
min
x
1
2
kAx ¡ yk2
2 + ¸1kxk1 + ¸2
g X
i=1
w
g
i kxGik2; (27)
where A 2 Rm£n, y 2 Rm£1, x 2 Rn£1 is divided into k non-overlapping groups xG1;xG2;:::;xGg.
The group and weight (w
g
i ) information is provided in ‘opts.ind’. For illustration of A and x, please refer to
Figure 4.
32By setting ‘opts.rFlag=0’, the program uses the input values for ¸1 and ¸2. By setting ‘opts.rFlag=1’,
the program automatically computes ¸max
1 , the maximal value of ¸1, above which (27) shall obtain the zero
solution. We set ¸1 Ã ¸1 £ ¸max
1 . Meanwhile, for a given ¸1, we compute ¸max
2 (¸1), above which (27)
shall also obtain the zero solution. We set ¸2 Ã ¸2£¸max
2 (¸1). Note that when ‘opts.rFlag=1’ the inputs ¸1
and ¸2 should be speciﬁed as a ratio lying in the interval [0;1]. Please refer to Figure 10 for an illustration
of ¸max
1 and ¸max
2 (¸1).
If A is a sparse matrix, you can store A in the sparse format in Matlab. The use of the sparse matrix
format can signiﬁcantly improve the efﬁciency. If you want to normalize the sparse matrix A, you can
perform this implicitly through ‘opts.nFlag’, ‘opts.mu’, and ‘opts.nu’.
By default, you can set the ﬁelds of ‘opts’ to empty except ‘opts.ind’. For the more advanced usage, you
can specify ‘opts’ (See Section 11). Currently, this function supports the following ﬁelds:
² Starting point: .x0, .init
² Termination: .maxIter, .tol, .tFlag
² Normalization: .nFlag, .mu, .nu
² Regularization: .rFlag
² Method: .mFlag, .lFlag
² Group & Others: .ind
7.3 sgLogisticR
The function
[x, c, funVal]=sgLogisticR(A, y, ¸, opts)
solves the sparse group Lasso penalized logistic regression problem:
min
x
m X
i=1
wi log(1 + exp(¡yi(xTai + c))) + ¸1kxk1 + ¸2
g X
i=1
w
g
i kxGik2; (28)
where aT
i denotes the i-th row of A 2 Rm£n, wi is the weight for the i-th sample, y 2 Rm£1, x 2 Rn£1
is divided into k non-overlapping groups xG1;xG2;:::;xGk, w
g
i denotes the weight for the i-th group, and
c is the intercept (scalar). ‘opts.ind’ provides the group information and the corresponding weights w
g
i . For
an illustration of A and x, please refer to Figure 4.
By setting ‘opts.rFlag=0’, the program uses the input values for ¸1 and ¸2. By setting ‘opts.rFlag=1’,
the program automatically computes ¸max
1 , the maximal value of ¸1, above which (28) shall obtain the zero
solution. We set ¸1 Ã ¸1 £ ¸max
1 . Meanwhile, for a given ¸1, we compute ¸max
2 (¸1), above which (28)
shall also obtain the zero solution. We set ¸2 Ã ¸2£¸max
2 (¸1). Note that when ‘opts.rFlag=1’ the inputs ¸1
and ¸2 should be speciﬁed as a ratio lying in the interval [0;1]. Please refer to Figure 10 for an illustration
of ¸max
1 and ¸max
2 (¸1).
If A is a sparse matrix, you can store A in the sparse format in Matlab. The use of the sparse matrix
format can signiﬁcantly improve the efﬁciency. If you want to normalize the sparse matrix A, you can
perform this implicitly through ‘opts.nFlag’, ‘opts.mu’, and ‘opts.nu’.
In this function, the elements in y are required to be either 1 or -1, and wi’s (speciﬁed by ‘opts.sWeight’)
satisfy: wi = wj if yi = yj. We also normalize wi’s so that
P
i wi = 1 holds.
By default, you can set the ﬁelds of ‘opts’ to empty except ‘opts.ind’. For the more advanced usage, you
can specify ‘opts’ (See Section 11). Currently, you can specify the following ﬁelds:
33² Starting point: .x0, .c0, .init
² Termination: .maxIter, .tol, .tFlag
² Normalization: .nFlag, .mu, .nu
² Regularization: .rFlag
² Method: .mFlag, .lFlag
² Group & Others: .ind
7.4 mc sgLeastR
The function
[x, funVal]=mc sgLeastR(A, y, ¸, opts)
solves the sparse group Lasso penalized multi-class least squares problem:
min
x
1
2
kAx ¡ yk2
2 + ¸1kxk1 + ¸2kxk`1=`2; (29)
where A 2 Rm£n, y 2 Rm£k is the class label matrix, and x 2 Rn£k is the weight matrix for all k classes.
For an illustration of A, y, and x, please refer to Figure 7.
By setting ‘opts.rFlag=0’, the program uses the input values for ¸1 and ¸2. By setting ‘opts.rFlag=1’,
the program automatically computes ¸max
1 , the maximal value of ¸1, above which (29) shall obtain the zero
solution. We set ¸1 Ã ¸1 £ ¸max
1 . Meanwhile, for a given ¸1, we compute ¸max
2 (¸1), above which (29)
shall also obtain the zero solution. We set ¸2 Ã ¸2£¸max
2 (¸1). Note that when ‘opts.rFlag=1’ the inputs ¸1
and ¸2 should be speciﬁed as a ratio lying in the interval [0;1]. Please refer to Figure 10 for an illustration
of ¸max
1 and ¸max
2 (¸1).
If A is a sparse matrix, you can store A in the sparse format in Matlab. The use of the sparse matrix
format can signiﬁcantly improve the efﬁciency. If you want to normalize the sparse matrix A, you can
perform this implicitly through ‘opts.nFlag’, ‘opts.mu’, and ‘opts.nu’.
By default, you can set ‘opts=[]’ to use the default settings. For the more advanced usage, you can
specify ‘opts’ (See Section 11). Currently, this function supports the following ﬁelds:
² Starting point: .x0, .init
² Termination: .maxIter, .tol, .tFlag
² Normalization: .nFlag, .mu, .nu
² Regularization: .rFlag
² Method: .mFlag, .lFlag
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Figure 11: A sample index tree for illustration. Root: G0
1 = f1;2;3;4;5;6;7;8g. Depth 1: G1
1 = f1;2g, G1
2 =
f3;4;5;6g, G1
3 = f7;8g. Depth 2: G2
1 = f1g, G2
2 = f2g, G2
3 = f3;4g, G2
4 = f5;6g.
8 Tree Structured Group Lasso
In this section, we provide the details of the Moreau-Yosida regularization associated with the tree structured
group Lasso and the six functions (located at /SLEP/functions/tree) for sparse learning via the tree structured
group Lasso penalty. The functions described in the following are based on our work in [42].
8.1 The Moreau-Yosida Regularization Associated with the Tree Structured Group Lasso
The Moreau-Yosida regularization associated with the tree structured group Lasso regularization for a given
v 2 Rp is given by:
Á¸(v) = min
x
8
<
:
f(x) =
1
2
kx ¡ vk2 + ¸
d X
i=0
ni X
j=1
wi
jkxGi
jk
9
=
;
; (30)
for some ¸ > 0. Here, the group indices Gi
j follow the tree structure depicted in Figure 11.
Denote the minimizer of (30) as ¼¸(v). The Moreau-Yosida regularization has many appealing proper-
ties: 1) Á¸(¢) is continuously differentiable despite the fact that Á(¢) is non-smooth; and 2) ¼¸(¢) is a non-
expansive operator. More properties on the general Moreau-Yosida regularization can be found in [19, 29].
In [42], we showed that, the problem (30) has a closed-form solution.
To solve (30), we provide the following two functions
x=altra( v, n, ind, nodes)
and
x=general altra( v, n, G, ind, nodes),
where v is of size n, x is the result, “nodes” denotes the number of nodes in the tree, and “ind” is a “3 £
nodes” matrix, with ind(1,:) denoting the starting index, ind(2,:) the ending index, and ind(3,:) the weight.
For “altra”, we assume that the features are well-ordered in the sense that, the indices of the left nodes are
smaller than those of the right nodes (see the index tree in Figure 11). For “general altra”, the features might
not be well ordered. G is a row vector containing all the indices of the tree in a traverse depth manner, and
G(ind(1,i): ind(2,i)) denotes the indices for the i-th group.
The functions “altra” and “general altra” are written in the standard C language, and are located at the
head ﬁles /SLEP/CFiles/tree/altra.h and /SLEP/CFiles/tree/general altra.h, respectively.
We also provide the following two functions
¸max=ﬁndLambdaMax( v, n, ind, nodes)
35and
¸max=general ﬁndLambdaMax( v, n, G, ind, nodes),
for computing the ¸max, above which (30) shall obtain the zero solution.
8.2 tree LeastR
The function
[x, funVal]=tree LeastR(A, y, ¸, opts)
solves the tree structured group Lasso regularized least squares problem:
min
x
1
2
kAx ¡ yk2
2 + ¸
d X
i=0
ni X
j=1
wi
jkxGi
jk; (31)
where A 2 Rm£n, y 2 Rm£1, x 2 Rn£1 forms a certain tree structure, and wi
j is the weight. The group
(and weight) information is provided in ‘opts.ind’ (and “opts.G”).
By setting ‘opts.rFlag=0’, the program uses the input value for ¸. By setting ‘opts.rFlag=1’, the program
automatically computes ¸max (see the discussion in Section 8.1), the maximal value of ¸, above which (31)
shall obtain the zero solution. In the latter case, the input ¸ should be speciﬁed as a ratio whose value lies in
the interval [0;1], and the actual ¸ used in the program is ¸ £ ¸max.
If A is a sparse matrix, you can store A in the sparse format in Matlab. The use of the sparse matrix
format can signiﬁcantly improve the efﬁciency. If you want to normalize the sparse matrix A, you can
perform this implicitly through ‘opts.nFlag’, ‘opts.mu’, and ‘opts.nu’.
By default, you can set the ﬁelds of ‘opts’ to empty except ‘opts.ind’. For the more advanced usage, you
can specify ‘opts’ (See Section 11). Currently, this function supports the following ﬁelds:
² Starting point: .x0, .init
² Termination: .maxIter, .tol, .tFlag
² Normalization: .nFlag, .mu, .nu
² Regularization: .rFlag
² Method: .mFlag, .lFlag
² Group & Others: .ind, .G
8.3 tree LogisticR
The function
[x, c, funVal]=tree LogisticR(A, y, ¸, opts)
solves the tree structured group Lasso regularized logistic regression problem:
min
x
m X
i=1
wi log(1 + exp(¡yi(xTai + c))) + ¸
d X
i=0
ni X
j=1
wi
jkxGi
jk; (32)
36where aT
i denotes the i-th row of A 2 Rm£n, wi is the weight for the i-th sample, y 2 Rm£1, x 2 Rn£1
forms a certain tree structure, and wi
j is the weight. The group (and weight) information is provided in
‘opts.ind’ (and “opts.G”). For an illustration of A and x, please refer to Figure 4.
By setting ‘opts.rFlag=0’, the program uses the input value for ¸. By setting ‘opts.rFlag=1’, the program
automatically computes ¸max (see the discussion in Section 8.1), the maximal value of ¸, above which (32)
shall obtain the zero solution. In the latter case, the input ¸ should be speciﬁed as a ratio whose value lies in
the interval [0;1], and the actual regularization value used in the program is ¸ £ ¸max.
If A is a sparse matrix, you can store A in the sparse format in Matlab. The use of the sparse matrix
format can signiﬁcantly improve the efﬁciency. If you want to normalize the sparse matrix A, you can
perform this implicitly through ‘opts.nFlag’, ‘opts.mu’, and ‘opts.nu’.
In this function, the elements in y are required to be either 1 or -1, and wi’s (speciﬁed by ‘opts.sWeight’)
satisfy: wi = wj if yi = yj. We normalize wi’s so that
P
i wi = 1.
By default, you can set the ﬁelds of ‘opts’ to empty except ‘opts.ind’. For the more advanced usage, you
can specify ‘opts’ (See Section 11). Currently, you can specify the following ﬁelds:
² Starting point: .x0, .c0, .init
² Termination: .maxIter, .tol, .tFlag
² Normalization: .nFlag, .mu, .nu
² Regularization: .rFlag
² Method: .mFlag, .lFlag
² Group & Others: .ind, .G
8.4 tree mtLeastR
The function
[x, funVal]=tree mtLeastR(A, y, ¸, opts)
solves the tree structured group Lasso regularized multi-task least squares problem:
min
x
1
2
kAx ¡ yk2
2 + ¸
d X
i=0
ni X
j=1
wi
jkxGi
jk; (33)
where A = [A1;A2;:::;Ak] 2 Rm£n, Ai 2 Rmi£n is the data matrix for the i-th task (m =
P
i mi),
y = [y1;y2;:::;yk] 2 Rm£1, yi 2 Rmi is the response for the i-th task, x = [x1;x2;:::;xk] 2 Rn£k,
xi 2 Rn is the weight vector for the i-th task, and wi
j is the weight. The k tasks form a certain tree structure.
The group (and weight) information is provided in ‘opts.ind’ (and “opts.G”). For an illustration of A and x,
please refer to Figure 6.
By setting ‘opts.rFlag=0’, the program uses the input value for ¸. By setting ‘opts.rFlag=1’, the program
automatically computes ¸max (see the discussion in Section 8.1), the maximal value of ¸, above which (33)
shall obtain the zero solution. In the latter case, the input ¸ should be speciﬁed as a ratio whose value lies in
the interval [0;1], and the actual regularization value used in the program is ¸ £ ¸max.
If A is a sparse matrix, you can store A in the sparse format in Matlab. The use of the sparse matrix
format can signiﬁcantly improve the efﬁciency. If you want to normalize the sparse matrix A, you can
perform this implicitly through ‘opts.nFlag’, ‘opts.mu’, and ‘opts.nu’.
By default, you can set the ﬁelds of ‘opts’ to empty except ‘opts.ind’. For the more advanced usage, you
can specify ‘opts’ (See Section 11). Currently, you can specify the following ﬁelds:
37² Starting point: .x0, .init
² Termination: .maxIter, .tol, .tFlag
² Normalization: .nFlag, .mu, .nu
² Regularization: .rFlag
² Method: .mFlag, .lFlag
² Group & Others: .ind, .G
8.5 tree mtLogisticR
The function
[x, c, funVal]=tree mtLogisticR(A, y, ¸, opts)
solves the tree structured group Lasso regularized multi-task logistic regression problem:
min
x
k X
l=1
ml X
i=1
wil log(1 + exp(¡yil(xT
l ail + cl))) + ¸
d X
i=0
ni X
j=1
wi
jkxGi
jk; (34)
where aT
il denotes the i-th sample for the l-th task, wil is the weight for aT
il, yil is the response of ail, and
cl is the intercept (scalar) for the l-th task. We have A 2 Rm£n, x 2 Rn£k, c 2 R1£k, y 2 Rm£1. The
parameter ‘opts.ind’ provides the indices for the tasks. For an illustration of A, y, and x, please refer to
Figure 6.
In (34), ¸ is the tree structured group Lasso regularization parameter. By setting ‘opts.rFlag=0’, the
program uses the input value for ¸. By setting ‘opts.rFlag=1’, the program automatically computes ¸max,
the maximal value of ¸, above which (34) shall obtain the zero solution. In the latter case, the input ¸ should
be speciﬁed as a ratio whose value lies in the interval [0;1], and the actual regularization value used in the
program is ¸ £ ¸max.
If A is a sparse matrix, you can store A in the sparse format in Matlab. The use of the sparse matrix
format can signiﬁcantly improve the efﬁciency. If you want to normalize the sparse matrix A, you can
perform this implicitly through ‘opts.nFlag’, ‘opts.mu’, and ‘opts.nu’.
By default, you can set the ﬁelds of ‘opts’ to empty except ‘opts.ind’. For the more advanced usage, you
can specify ‘opts’ (See Section 11). Currently, you can specify the following ﬁelds:
² Starting point: .x0, .c0, .init
² Termination: .maxIter, .tol, .tFlag
² Normalization: .nFlag, .mu, .nu
² Regularization: .rFlag
² Method: .mFlag, .lFlag
² Group & Others: .ind, .q, .fName
In this function, the elements in y are required to be either 1 or -1. Currently, we simply set wil = 1
m.
388.6 tree mcLeastR
The function
[x, funVal]=tree mcLeastR(A, y, ¸, opts)
solves the tree structured group Lasso regularized multi-class least squares problem:
min
x
1
2
kAx ¡ yk2
2 + ¸
d X
i=0
ni X
j=1
wi
jkxGi
jk; (35)
where A 2 Rm£n is the data matrix, y 2 Rm£k is the class label matrix, and x 2 Rn£k is the weight
matrix. For an illustration of A, y, and x, please refer to Figure 7.
In (35), ¸ is the tree structured group Lasso regularization parameter. By setting ‘opts.rFlag=0’, the
program uses the input value for ¸. By setting ‘opts.rFlag=1’, the program automatically computes ¸max,
the maximal value of ¸, above which (35) shall obtain the zero solution. In the latter case, the input ¸ should
be speciﬁed as a ratio whose value lies in the interval [0;1], and the actual regularization value used in the
program is ¸ £ ¸max.
If A is a sparse matrix, you can store A in the sparse format in Matlab. The use of the sparse matrix
format can signiﬁcantly improve the efﬁciency. If you want to normalize the sparse matrix A, you can
perform this implicitly through ‘opts.nFlag’, ‘opts.mu’, and ‘opts.nu’.
By default, you can set ‘opts=[]’ to use the default settings. For the more advanced usage, you can
specify ‘opts’ (See Section 11). Currently, this function supports the following ﬁelds:
² Starting point: .x0, .init
² Termination: .maxIter, .tol, .tFlag
² Normalization: .nFlag, .mu, .nu
² Regularization: .rFlag
² Method: .mFlag, .lFlag
² Group & Others: .q, .fName
8.7 tree mcLogisticR
The function
[x, c, funVal]=tree mcLogisticR(A, y, ¸, opts)
solves the tree structured group Lasso regularized multi-class logistic regression problem:
min
x
k X
l=1
m X
i=1
wil log(1 + exp(¡yil(xT
l ail + cl))) + ¸
d X
i=0
ni X
j=1
wi
jkxGi
jk; (36)
where aT
il denotes the i-th sample for the l-th task, wil is the weight for aT
il, yil is the response of ail, and
cl is the intercept (scalar) for the l-th task. In multi-class classiﬁcation, we have ail = ai;8l, A 2 Rm£n,
x 2 Rn£k, c 2 R1£k, y 2 Rm£k. For an illustration of A, y, and x, please refer to Figure 7.
In (36), ¸ is the tree structured group Lasso regularization parameter. By setting ‘opts.rFlag=0’, the
program uses the input value for ¸. By setting ‘opts.rFlag=1’, the program automatically computes ¸max,
39the maximal value of ¸, above which (36) shall obtain the zero solution. In the latter case, the input ¸ should
be speciﬁed as a ratio whose value lies in the interval [0;1], and the actual regularization value used in the
program is ¸ £ ¸max.
If A is a sparse matrix, you can store A in the sparse format in Matlab. The use of the sparse matrix
format can signiﬁcantly improve the efﬁciency. If you want to normalize the sparse matrix A, you can
perform this implicitly through ‘opts.nFlag’, ‘opts.mu’, and ‘opts.nu’.
By default, you can set ‘opts=[]’ to use the default settings. For the more advanced usage, you can
specify ‘opts’ (See Section 11). Currently, you can specify the following ﬁelds:
² Starting point: .x0, .c0, .init
² Termination: .maxIter, .tol, .tFlag
² Normalization: .nFlag, .mu, .nu
² Regularization: .rFlag
² Method: .mFlag, .lFlag
² Group & Others: .q, .fName
In this function, the elements in y are required to be either 1 or -1. Currently, we set wil = 1
mk.
409 Overlapping Group Lasso
In this section, we provide the details of the Moreau-Yosida regularization associated with the overlapping
group Lasso and the two functions (located at /SLEP/functions/overlapping) for sparse learning via the
overlapping group Lasso penalty. The functions described in the following are based on our work in [41, 78].
9.1 The Moreau-Yosida Regularization Associated with the Overlapping Group Lasso
The Moreau-Yosida regularization associated with the overlapping group Lasso regularization for a given
v 2 Rp is given by:
Á¸(v) = min
x
(
f(x) =
1
2
kx ¡ vk2 + ¸1kxk1 + ¸2
g X
i=
w
g
i kxGik
)
; (37)
where Gi’s are the indices for the i-th group. The groups Gi’s may overlap.
The function
[x, gap, infor]=overlapping(v, p, g, ¸1, ¸2, ind, G, Y, 103, 2)
provides the solution to (37), where p and g denote the number features and the number of groups, ind and
G contain the group information, and Y is a vector of the same length as G. Here Y is the initial guess of
the dual variable. By default, Y is set to the zero vector.
The function “overlapping” (locates at the head ﬁle /SLEP/CFiles/overlapping/overlapping.h) is written
in the standard C language, and plays a key building block for the functions “overlapping LeastR” and
“overlapping LogisticR”.
9.2 overlapping LeastR
The function
[x, funVal]=overlapping LeastR(A, y, ¸, opts)
solves the overlapping group Lasso regularized least squares problem:
min
x
1
2
kAx ¡ yk2
2 + ¸1kxk1 + ¸2
g X
i=
w
g
i kxGik; (38)
where A 2 Rm£n, y 2 Rm£1, the groups Gi may overlap, and w
g
i is the weight for the i-th group. The
group information is provided in ‘opts.ind’ and ‘opts.G’6. For an illustration of A and x, please refer to
Figure 4.
By setting ‘opts.rFlag=0’, the program uses the input values for ¸1 and ¸2. By setting ‘opts.rFlag=1’,
the program automatically computes ¸max
1 , the maximal value of ¸1, above which (38) shall obtain the zero
solution. The actual regularization values used in the program are ¸1 £ ¸max
1 and ¸2 £ ¸max
1 .
If A is a sparse matrix, you can store A in the sparse format in Matlab. The use of the sparse matrix
format can signiﬁcantly improve the efﬁciency. If you want to normalize the sparse matrix A, you can
perform this implicitly through ‘opts.nFlag’, ‘opts.mu’, and ‘opts.nu’.
By default, you can set the ﬁelds of ‘opts’ to empty except ‘opts.ind’. For the more advanced usage, you
can specify ‘opts’ (See Section 11). Currently, this function supports the following ﬁelds:
6opts.G is a row vector whose length equals to
P
i jGij, opts.G(opts.ind(1,i): opts.ind(2,i)) denotes the indices for the i-th
group, and opts.ind(3,i) denotes the weight for the i-th group.
41² Starting point: .x0, .init
² Termination: .maxIter, .tol, .tFlag
² Normalization: .nFlag, .mu, .nu
² Regularization: .rFlag
² Method: .mFlag, .lFlag
² Group & Others: .ind, .G
9.3 overlapping LogisticR
The function
[x, c, funVal]=overlapping LogisticR(A, y, ¸, opts)
solves the overlapping group Lasso regularized logistic regression problem:
min
x
m X
i=1
wi log(1 + exp(¡yi(xTai + c))) + ¸
k X
i=1
w
g
i kxGikq; (39)
where aT
i denotes the i-th row of A 2 Rm£n, wi is the weight for the i-th sample, y 2 Rm£1, the groups
Gi’s may overlap, w
g
i is the weight for the i-th group, and c is the intercept (scalar). The group information
is provided in ‘opts.ind’ and ‘opts.G’7. The group information is provided in ‘opts.ind’. For an illustration
of A and x, please refer to Figure 4.
By setting ‘opts.rFlag=0’, the program uses the input values for ¸1 and ¸2. By setting ‘opts.rFlag=1’,
the program automatically computes ¸max
1 , the maximal value of ¸1, above which (39) shall obtain the zero
solution. The actual regularization values used in the program are ¸1 £ ¸max
1 and ¸2 £ ¸max
1 .
If A is a sparse matrix, you can store A in the sparse format in Matlab. The use of the sparse matrix
format can signiﬁcantly improve the efﬁciency. If you want to normalize the sparse matrix A, you can
perform this implicitly through ‘opts.nFlag’, ‘opts.mu’, and ‘opts.nu’.
In this function, the elements in y are required to be either 1 or -1, and wi’s (speciﬁed by ‘opts.sWeight’)
satisfy: wi = wj if yi = yj. We normalize wi’s so that
P
i wi = 1 holds.
By default, you can set the ﬁelds of ‘opts’ to empty except ‘opts.ind’. For the more advanced usage, you
can specify ‘opts’ (See Section 11). Currently, you can specify the following ﬁelds:
² Starting point: .x0, .c0, .init
² Termination: .maxIter, .tol, .tFlag
² Normalization: .nFlag, .mu, .nu
² Regularization: .rFlag
² Method: .mFlag, .lFlag
² Group & Others: .ind, .G
7opts.G is a row vector whose length equals to
P
i jGij, opts.G(opts.ind(1,i): opts.ind(2,i)) denotes the indices for the i-th
group, and opts.ind(3,i) denotes the weight for the i-th group.
4210 Ordered Tree–Nonnegative Max-Heap
In the ordered tree–Non-negative Max-Heap, it is assumed that the model parameter x 2 Rp follows the
non-negative max-heap structure8:
P = fx ¸ 0;xi ¸ xj 8(xi;xj) 2 Etg; (40)
where Tt = (V t;Et) is a target tree with V t = fx1;x2;:::;xpg containing all the nodes and Et all the
edges. The constraint set P implies that if xi is the parent node of a child node xj then the value of xi is no
less than the value of xj. In other words, if a parent node xi is 0, then any of its child nodes xj is also 0.
Figure 12 illustrates three special tree structures: 1) a full binary tree, 2) a sequential list, and 3) a tree with
depth 1.
x1
x2 x3
x4 x5 x6 x7
x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6 x7
x1
x2 x3 x4 x5 x6 x7
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 12: Illustration of a non-negative max-heap depicted in (40). Plots (a), (b), and (c) correspond to a full binary
tree, a sequential list, and a tree with depth 1, respectively.
In estimating the model parameter satisfying the ordered tree structure, one needs to solve the following
constrained optimization problem:
min
x2P
f(x) (41)
for some convex function f(¢). The problem (41) can be solved via many approaches including subgradient
descent, cutting plane method, gradient descent, accelerated gradient descent, etc [53, 50]. In applying these
approaches, a key building block is the so-called Euclidean projection of a vector v onto the convex set P:
¼P(v) = argmin
x2P
1
2
kx ¡ vk2
2; (42)
which ensures that the solution belongs to the constraint set P.
10.1 Projection onto a Non-negative Max-Heap
The function
x=orderTree(FileName, v, rootNum, n)
solves (42). FileName is a string that contains the information for the tree, v is the input, rootNum is a
number that speciﬁes the index of the root of the tree, and n denotes the number of nodes. Table 6 illustrates
how to specify a tree for usage in orderTree. In this table, the root of the tree is node 18, and it has 3 child
nodes: 10, 13, 17. Node 10 has three child nodes: 5, 8, 9; node 13 has 2 child nodes: 11, 12; node 17 has 3
child nodes: 14, 15, 16; node 5 has 2 child nodes: 1, 4; node 8 has 2 child nodes: 6, 7; node 4 has 2 child
nodes: 2, 3; and the node with 0 child node is a leaf node.
When the input tree has some special structures, e.g., a binary tree, a sequential list, and a tree with
depth 1, one can solve (42) by
8To deal with the negative model parameters, one can make use of the technique employed in [79], which solves the scaled
version of the least square estimate.
43Table 6: Illustration of how to specify “FileName” for usage in the function orderTree.
Parent node # Child node Child nodes
18 3 10 13 17
10 3 5 8 9
13 2 11 12
17 3 14 15 16
5 2 1 4
8 2 6 7
9 0
11 0
12 0
14 0
15 0
16 0
1 0
4 2 2 3
6 0
7 0
2 0
3 0
x=orderTreeBinary(v, n),
x=sequence bottomup(v, n),
and
x=orderTreeDepth1(v, n),
respectively. In these three special cases, the index of the root node is 1.
10.2 orderLeastC
The function
[x, funVal]=orderLeast(A, y, ¸, opts)
solves the `1-norm regularized least squares problem:
min
x2P
1
2
kAx ¡ yk2
2 + ¸kxk1; (43)
where A 2 Rm£n, y 2 Rm£1, and x 2 Rn£1.
In (43), ¸ is the `1-norm regularization parameter. By setting ‘opts.rFlag=0’, the program uses the input
values for ¸ and ½. By setting ‘opts.rFlag=1’, the program automatically computes ¸max, the maximal value
of ¸, above which (43) shall obtain the zero solution. In the latter case, the input ¸ should be speciﬁed as
a ratio whose value lies in the interval [0;1], and the resulting (`1) regularization used in the program is
¸ £ ¸max.
44If A is a sparse matrix, you can store A in the sparse format in Matlab. The use of the sparse matrix
format can signiﬁcantly improve the efﬁciency. If you want to normalize the sparse matrix A, you can
perform this implicitly through ‘opts.nFlag’, ‘opts.mu’, and ‘opts.nu’.
If A is a partial DCT matrix, you need to register this variable as a partialDCT class. The use of the
partial DCT matrix can signiﬁcantly improve the efﬁciency.
By default, you can set opts=[] to use the default settings. For the more advanced usage, you can specify
‘opts’ (See Section 11). Currently, this function supports the following ﬁelds:
² Starting point: .x0, .init
² Termination: .maxIter, .tol, .tFlag
² Normalization: .nFlag, .mu, .nu
² Regularization: .rFlag
² Method: .mFlag, .lFlag
² Group & Others: .FileName, .treeFlag,.rootNum
When opts.treeFlag=1, it indicates that the tree is a sequential list and
x=sequence bottomup(v, n)
shall be used to solve the associated subproblem (42).
When opts.treeFlag=2, it indicates that the tree is a full binary tree and
x=orderTreeBinary(v, n),
shall be used to solve the associated subproblem (42). In this case, n, the number of nodes, should satisfy
n = 2d ¡ 1, where d is the depth of the tree.
When opts.treeFlag=3, it indicates that the tree is of depth 1 and
x=orderTreeDepth1(v, n),
shall be used to solve the associated subproblem (42).
When opts.treeFlag=4, it indicates that the tree is speciﬁed by an input ﬁle and
x=orderTree(FileName, v, rootNum, n)
shall be used to solve the associated subproblem (42). In this case, opts.FileName and opts.rootNum should
be speciﬁed. In opts.FileName, the tree should be set in the same format as shown in Table 6.
4511 The Optional Input Parameter—opts
The ﬁelds contained in the optional input parameter “opts” are summarized in Table 7. If one or several
(even all) ﬁelds are not deﬁned, the default settings (marked in brick red) are used. Next, we describe the
meaning of these ﬁelds.
11.1 Starting Point
All the algorithms are based on the Nesterov’s method, which is an iterative method. A good staring point
is key to the fast convergence of the algorithm. We provide three ﬁelds ‘.x0’,‘.c0’, and ‘.init’:
² ‘.x0’ and ‘.c0’ act as the staring points for x and c in the functions.
² ‘.init’ tells the program how to process ‘.x0’ (‘.c0’). For the least squares loss, when setting ‘.init=0’,
‘.x0’ is processed by the function “initFactor”. When ‘.init=1’, we just use the deﬁned ‘.x0’ and ‘.c0’;
when ‘.init=2’, we set ‘.x0’ and ‘.c0’ to zero.
² The default value for ‘.init’ is 0. When ‘.x0’ and ’.c0’ are undeﬁned, and the loss function is the
logistic loss, the program automatically sets ‘.init=2’.
² When ‘.init=2’, and the logistic loss function is used, we set .c0=log(m1=m2) rather than 0. This
choice considers the number of samples for the two classes, and yields better convergence than
‘.c0=0’i our empirical studies.
11.2 Termination
To terminate the program, we currently provide six different termination criteria, depending on the termi-
nation ﬂag ‘.tFlag’ (the default value is 0). ‘.maxIter’ sets an upper bound on the number of iterations (the
default value is 1000). ‘.tol’ is a tolerance parameter (the default value is 10¡4).
11.3 Normalization
When the data matrix A is of a special structure, e.g., sparse matrix, an explicit normalization will destroy
such special structure. One way of preventing this is to use the implicit normalization.
By setting the normalization ﬂag ‘.nFlag’, you can choose whether to normalize the data or not. When
‘.nFlag=0’, A is not normalized in the functions. When ‘.nFlag=1’, A is implicitly normalized as
A= A- repmat(¹, m, 1) )diag(º)¡1
When ‘.nFlag=2’, A is implicitly normalized as
A= diag(º)¡1( A- repmat(¹, m, 1) )
Here, ‘.mu’ and ‘.nu’ can be speciﬁed; otherwise, the default values are used. For ‘.nu’, it is required
that its elements are positive. Here, A is implicitly normalized, so that A is not changed after calling the
functions.
When x and c are computed, you need to apply the implicit normalization process to get the desired
features.
46Table 7: The ﬁelds of the optional parameter “opts” and the descriptions.
Starting Point
.x0 Staring point of x.
If not deﬁned, it will be initialized according to .init.
.c0 Staring point of c (for the logistic loss only).
If not deﬁned, it will be initialized according to .init.
.init
The ﬂag .init tells how to process .x0.
0 ) .x0 is set by the function initFactor (for least squares)
1 ) .x0 and .c0 are deﬁned (if they are not speciﬁed, apply .ini=2).
2 ) .x0 =zeros(n,k), .c0=log(m1=m2).
Termination
.maxIter The maximum number of iterations. .maxIter=104.
.tol The tolerance parameter. .tol=10¡4.
.tFlag
The ﬂag for the termination.
0 ) abs( funVal(i)- funVal(i-1) ) · .tol.
1 ) abs( funVal(i)- funVal(i-1) ) · .tol £ max(funVal(i),1).
2 ) funVal(i) · .tol.
3 ) kxi ¡ xi¡1k2 · .tol.
4 ) kxi ¡ xi¡1k2 · .tol £max(kxik2;1).
5 ) Run the code for .maxIter iterations.
Normalization
.nFlag
The ﬂag for (implicit) normalization of A.
0 ) Without the normalization of A
1 ) A=( A- repmat(¹, m, 1) )diag(º)¡1
2 ) A=diag(º)¡1( A- repmat(¹, m, 1) )
.mu The (row) vector to be subtracted from each sample.
Used when .nFlag 6= 0. ¹=mean(A,1)
.nu
The weight (column) vector.
Used when .nFlag 6= 0. Ensure that º > 0:
If .nFlag=1, º=(sum(A.ˆ2,1)T / m)0:5.
If .nFlag=2, º=(sum(A.ˆ2,2) / n)0:5.
Method
.method
The used method.
0 ) for those with “R”, using the accelerated method [5, 54]
1 ) for those with “R” and q = 2,
solving the smooth (reformulated) objective function [36]
.lFlag
The line search scheme.
0 ) the Armijo Goldstein rule [50]
1 ) the adaptive line search proposed in [35] (for smooth ones).
Regularization
.rFlag
The ﬂag for `1-norm based regularization (functions with “R”).
0 ) ¸ equals the input value.
1 ) ¸ = ¸max £ ¸.
.rsL2 Regularization via the squared `2-norm (rsL2).
For functions with `1 regularization only. .rsL2=0.
If .rFlag=1, ½ = ¸max£.rsL2; otherwise ½=.rsL2.
Group & Others
.ind
The indices for the groups.
For functions with group information.
If the features are naturally ordered, the indices for the i-th group are (ind(i)+1):ind(i+1).
If opts.G exists, the indices for the i-th group are opts.G( (ind(i)+1):ind(i+1) )
.G
The indices for the groups.
For functions with group information.
See opts.ind for discussion.
.q The value of q
If not speciﬁed, q = 2.
.sWeight
The weight of the sample (positive and negative) weight.
For the Logistic Loss only.
Positive sample: .sWeight(1,:); negative sample: sWeight(2,:).
If not speciﬁed, equal weights for both positive and negative samples.
.gWeight
The weight for each group (for `1=`q regularization).
The weights for k groups are given by .gWeight(1:k,1).
If not speciﬁed, .gWeight(1:k,1)=1.
.fName The name of the function.
Used in the function pathSolutionLeast and pathSolutionLogistic.
4711.4 Regularization
For the `1 and `1=`q norm regularization parameter ¸, when ‘opts.rFlag=0’, the program uses exactly the
input value. However, a better choice is to initialize ¸ as a ratio of ¸max, by setting ‘opts.rFlag=1’. Here
¸max is the value above which the function shall return the zero solution. When setting ‘opts.rFlag=1’, the
input ¸ should be speciﬁed as a ratio whose value lies in the interval [0;1], and the actual regularization
value used in the program is ¸ £ ¸max.
For the `1-norm regularized or constrained problems (speciﬁcally, for the functions “LeastR”, “LeastC”,
“LogisticR”, and “LogisticC”), you can specify the regularization parameter for the squared `2 norm via
‘opts.rsL2’. Similar to ¸, when ‘.rFlag=0’, ‘opts.rsL2’ is a given value; when ‘rFlag=1’, ‘opts.rsL2’ is a
ratio of ¸max. The default value for ‘opts.rsL2’ is 0.
11.5 Method
We provide two ﬂags: .mFlag and .lFlag:
² .mFlag stands for the “method ﬂag”. It is only applicable to the functions with “R”.
1. When .mFlag=0, we treat the non-smooth convex objective function as the composite function,
and apply the method described in [5, 54].
2. When .mFlag=1, we solve the equivalent constrained smooth reformulation [36], which is a
constrained optimization problem with a smooth objective function.
² .lFlag stands for the “line search ﬂag”.
1. When .lFlag=0, we apply the line search scheme proposed by Nemirovski [50]; the characteristic
of this line search scheme is that, the step size is monotonically decreasing.
2. When .lFlag=1 and the optimization problem is (constrained) smooth convex, we apply the
adaptive line search scheme proposed in [35]; the characteristic of this line search scheme is
that, the step size can be adaptively tuned.
² For the functions with “R”, we provide the implementations of the following three combinations of
.mFlag and .lFlag:
1. opts.mFlag=0, opts.lFlag=0
2. opts.mFlag=1, opts.lFlag=0
3. opts.mFlag=0, opts.lFlag=1
² For the functions with “C”, we provide the implementations for the two combinations:
1. opts.lFlag=0
2. opts.lFlag=1
11.6 Group & Others
For functions “glLeastR”, “glLogisticR”, “mtLeastR”, “mtLogisticR”, “mtLeastC”, and “mtLogisticC”, one
needs to provide the group information. This is set by ‘opts.ind’.
For functions “sg *”, “tree *”, “overlapping *”, one needs to provide the group information. This is set
by ‘opts.ind’ and ‘opts.G’.
48For the `1=`q regularization, one needs to specify the value of q. The default value is 2. We observed in
our experiments that, when q > 100, the solution is quite similar to q = 1.
For the functions with the logistic loss, we provide the sample weight ‘.sWeight’. By default, the weight
for the positive and negative samples are the same.
To deal with the problem of different group sizes in ‘glLeastR’ and ’glLogisticR’, we provide the group
weight ‘.gWeight’. By default, the weights for different groups are the same.
When calling the functions “pathSolutionLeast” and “pathSolutionLogistic” for computing the pathwise
solutions, you need to specify the function name via ‘.fName’. More details on pathwise solutions are given
in the next section.
4912 Pathwise Solutions
To compute the pathwise solutions corresponding to a series of ¸’s, you can use the following functions:
X=pathSolutionLeast(A, y, ¸, opts)
[X, C]=pathSolutionLogistic(A, y, ¸, opts)
for the least squares loss and the logistic loss, respectively.
Here ¸ = [¸1;¸2;:::] contains a series of parameters ¸i’s. Next, we explain the output parameters X
and C for different functions:
² For the functions “LeastR”, “LeastC”, “nnLeastR”, “nnLeastC” and “glLeastR”, X = [x1;x2;:::],
where xi 2 Rn£1 is the solution corresponding to the parameter ¸i.
² For the functions “LogisticR”, “LogisticC”, “nnLogisticR”, “nnLogisticC” and “glLogisticR”, X =
[x1;x2;:::] and C = [c1;c2;:::], where xi 2 Rn£1 and ci 2 R are the solutions corresponding to the
parameter ¸i.
² For the functions “mtLeastR”, “mcLeastR”, X(:;:;i) = xi, where xi 2 Rn£k is the solution corre-
sponding to the parameter ¸i.
² For the functions “mtLogisticR”, “mcLogisticR”, X(:;:;i) = xi and C(i;:) = ci, where xi 2 Rn£k
and ci 2 R1£k are the solutions corresponding to the parameter ¸i.
It is usually the case that, for computing the solutions corresponding to a series of parameter ¸i’s, the
two functions above shall outperform a naive implementation which runs the function independently with a
given ¸i. The key here lies in the use of the so-called “warm-start” technique.
When using this function, you need to specify the function via ‘opts.fName’. For the descriptions of A,
y, ¸, please refer to the corresponding functions.
5013 Trace Norm Regularized Problems
The problem of minimizing the rank of a matrix variable subject to certain constraints arises in many ﬁelds
includingmachinelearning, automaticcontrol, andimagecompression. However,thematrixrankminimiza-
tion problem is NP-hard in general due to the combinatorial nature of the rank function. A commonly-used
convex relaxation of the rank function is the trace norm (nuclear norm) [12], deﬁned as the sum of the sin-
gular values of the matrix, since it is the convex envelope of the rank function over the unit ball of spectral
norm. In this section, we provide details on several algorithms for solving trace norm regularized problems
described in [25, 58].
13.1 accel grad mlr
The MATLAB function accel grad mlr located at /SLEP/functions/trace implements the accelerated gra-
dient algorithm for multivariate linear regression described in [25]. Formally, the problem solved by this
function can be expressed as:
min
W
1
2
jjAW ¡ Y jj2
F + ¸jjWjj¤; (44)
where A and Y are the data matrix and the label matrix, respectively, in which each row corresponds to a
data point and jjWjj¤ denotes the trace norm of W. The inputs and outputs for this function are:
required inputs:
² A: N x D where each row is a data point and N is the sample size
² Y: N x M where M is the number of regression tasks
² lambda: regularization parameter
optional inputs:
² opt.L0: Initial guess for the Lipschitz constant
² opt.gamma: the multiplicative factor for Lipschitz constant
² opt.W init: initial weight matrix
² opt.epsilon: precision for termination
² opt.max itr: maximum number of iterations
outputs:
² W: the computed weight matrix
² fval vec: a vector for the sequence of function values
² itr counter: number of iterations executed
We provide an example in ﬁle example accel grad mlr.m to show how to use this function on a small
data set. Note that since we ignored the bias term in Eq. (44), the data and label matrices need to be centered.
5113.2 accel grad mtl
The MATLAB function accel grad mtl located at /SLEP/functions/trace implements the accelerated gradi-
ent algorithm for multi-task learning described in [25]. Formally, the problem solved by this function can
be expressed as:
min
W
1
2
k X
i=1
jjAiwi ¡ Yijj2
2 + ¸jjWjj¤; (45)
where Ai and Yi are the input and output for the ith task, k is the number of tasks, and W = [w1;¢¢¢ ;wk].
required inputs:
² A: k £ 1 cell in which each cell is n £ d where n is the sample size and d is data dimensionality and
k is the number of tasks
² Y: k £ 1 cell in which each cell contains the output of the corresponding task
² lambda: regularization parameter
optional inputs:
² opt.L0: Initial guess for the Lipschitz constant
² opt.gamma: the multiplicative factor for Lipschitz constant
² opt.W init: initial weight matrix
² opt.epsilon: precision for termination
² opt.max itr: maximum number of iterations
outputs:
² W: the computed weight matrix
² fval vec: a vector for the sequence of function values
² itr counter: number of iterations executed
We provide an example in ﬁle example accel grad mtl.m to show how to use this function on a small
data set. Note that since we ignored the bias term in Eq. (45), the data and label matrices need to be centered.
13.3 accel grad mc
TheMATLABfunctionaccel grad mclocatedat/SLEP/functions/traceimplementstheacceleratedgradient
algorithm for matrix classiﬁcation described in [25]. Formally, the problem solved by this function can be
expressed as:
min
W
n X
i=1
`(yi;Tr(WTAi)) + ¸jjWjj¤; (46)
where (Ai;yi) 2 Rm£n £ R is the ith sample, ` is the logistic regression loss function.
required inputs:
52² A: C £ C £ N array where each data point is a C £ C matrix and N is the sample size
² Y: N £ 1 vector of class labels
² lambda: regularization parameter
optional inputs:
² opt.L0: Initial guess for the Lipschitz constant
² opt.gamma: the multiplicative factor for Lipschitz constant
² opt.W init: initial weight matrix
² opt.b init: initial value for bias
² opt.epsilon: precision for termination
² opt.max itr: maximum number of iterations
² opt.loss prim: value of the primal objective function for termination
outputs:
² W: the computed weight matrix
² b: the computed bias
² fval vec: a vector for the sequence of function values
² itr counter: number of iterations executed
We provide an example in ﬁle example accel grad mc.m to show how to use this function on a small
data set described in [72].
13.4 mat primal
The MATLAB function mat primal located at /SLEP/functions/trace implements the primal formulation
described in [58]. Formally, this function solves
min
W
f(W) =
1
2
kAW ¡ Y k2
F + kWk¤; (47)
where A is p£n and Y is p£m (so W is n£m). The code requires that p >= m. This code ﬁrst reduces A
to have full row rank. Then it applies an accelerated proximal gradient method to solve the primal problem.
input:
² A: input matrix in which each row is a data point
² Y : output matrix in which each row is a data point
² lambda: regularization parameter
optional input:
² opt.tol: termination tolerance (default 1e ¡ 3)
53² opt.freq: frequency of termination checks (default 10)
output:
² W: the optimal solution
² pobj: optimal objective function value of the primal problem
We provide an example in ﬁle example mat primal.m to show how to use this function on a small data
set.
13.5 mat dual
The MATLAB function mat dual located at /SLEP/functions/trace implements the dual formulation de-
scribed in [58]. Formally, this function solves:
min
W
f(W) =
1
2
kAW ¡ Y k2
F + kWk¤; (48)
where A is p£n and Y is p£m (so W is n£m). The code requires that p >= m. This code ﬁrst reduces
A to have full row rank. Then it applies a feasible descent method to solve the dual problem:
min
U
1
2
< C;UU0 > + < E0;U >; s.t. U0U · I; (49)
where C = (A0A)¡1 and E = Y 0AC (so U is m £ n). From the solution U we obtain W = E0 + CU0.
input:
² A: input matrix in which each row is a data point
² Y : output matrix in which each row is a data point
² lambda: regularization parameter
optional input:
² opt.alg: which algorithm to use (default 3)
– opt.alg=1: Frank-Wolfe method with line search
– opt.alg=2: gradient-projection method with large constant stepsize + line search
– opt.alg=3: Accelerated grad-proj method with a small constant stepsize
² opt.tol: termination tolerance (default 1e ¡ 3)
² opt.freq: frequency of termination checks (default 10)
output:
² W: the optimal solution
² pobj: optimal objective function value of the original problem
It is our experience that the accelerated grad-proj method with a small constant stepsize is the most
efﬁcient algorithm in practice, and hence opt.alg=3 by default. We provide an example in ﬁle exam-
ple mat dual.m to show how to use this function on a small data set.
5413.6 Discussions
The ﬁrst four algorithms described above solve the trace norm regularized problems in their primal forms
and the last one solves the problems in the dual form. The relative efﬁciency of the primal and dual forms
depends on the value of the regularization parameter. We provide an in-depth discussion of this issue in
[58].
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Revision History
² Version 1.0 was released on August 13, 2009.
² Version 1.1 was released on September 8, 2009. There are two major improvements: (1) The adaptive
line search scheme is implemented for the functions with “R” in Section 2, 3, and 4; and (2) The
`1=`2-ball constrained optimization problems were added (Section 4).
² Version 2.0 was released on October 10, 2009. The codes for solving the trace norm regularized
problems were added in Section 13.
² Version 3.0 was released on February 22, 2010. The codes for solving fused Lasso and sparse inverse
covariance were added in Sections 5 & 6, respectively.
² Version 4.0 was released on October 4, 2010. The codes for solving the sparse group Lasso regular-
ization, tree structrured group Lasso regularization, and the overlapping group Lasso regularization
were added in Sections 7, 8, and 9, respectively.
² Version 4.1 was released on December 28, 2011. The codes for solving the ordered tree (non-negative
max-heap) were added in Section 10. Examples for the projection onto the `1 ball and FLSA were
provided.
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